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Clarification on Amateur Status 

The R&A policy is clear and concise and states as follows:
“Except as provided in the Rules, an amateur golfer must not receive payment or com-
pensation, directly or indirectly, for giving instruction in playing golf.”

In their decisions on the rules the R&A are very clear as to when payment is permitted 
and these are set out below.

Where Payment Permitted
Schools, Colleges, Camps, etc.
An amateur golfer who is (i) an employee of an educational institution or system or (ii) 
a counsellor at a camp or other similar organised programme, may receive payment or 
compensation for golf instruction to students in the institution, system or camp, provided 
that the total time devoted to golf instruction comprises less than 50 percent of the time 
spent in the performance of all duties as such an employee or counsellor. 
Approved Programmes
An amateur golfer may receive expenses, payment or compensation for giving golf in-
struction as part of a programme that has been approved in advance by the SAGA – see 
below for more details.
Instruction in Writing
An amateur golfer may receive payment or compensation for golf instruction in writing, 
provided his ability or reputation as a golfer was not a major factor in his employment 
or in the commission or sale of his work. And that’s it. The game as we all know is self 
regulating so who has the duty to inform the amateur Unions of a breach? Well in the first 
place the person in “breach” be they a skilled golfer or not. Unfortunately this does not 
happen in practice and we get many reports of amateurs knowing or indeed unknow-
ingly in breach.

How the PGA are managing it:
• Advise the golfer of the situation and recommend to them what they should do. 
 Only if the golfer refuses to or ignores your advice would we suggest the next      
 step.

• Advise the club and the provincial unions of the breach. 
 Again if the club or provincial union does not take up the matter then,

• Advise the PGA head office so we can take the matter further with the national  
 body the SAGA.

What follows are some examples that might make the situation of breaches clearer

Question: An amateur golfer would like to help a local school in teaching the pupils to 
play golf. Can the golfer receive payment or compensation?

Answer: NO. Only if the coaching is part of a programme, approved by the Governing 
Body (in our case the SAGA).
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Question: May a full-time teacher in a school or other educational institution, who is  
employed by an Education Authority, teach golf at classes for which he receives a  
separate payment?
Answer: Yes, provided:-
• The classes are held at the school where the teacher is employed.
• Only pupils or students from that school may be taught.
• Payment to the teacher shall be made by the school concerned, and not by the  
 pupils/students themselves.
• The total time devoted to golf instruction during a year comprises less than 50%  
 of the time spent on other school duties.

Question: What constitutes an approved programme and how is this decided?
Answer: The intention of the Rule is to encourage the involvement of volunteers with 
programmes aimed at introducing young people to golf, with such volunteers providing 
support to qualified members of a Professional Golfers’ Association. At times it might be 
considered reasonable to reimburse volunteers for their time in coaching as part of such 
a programme.

The programme must be approved in advance by the Governing Body (SAGA) thereby 
ensuring that the programme is co-ordinated or sanctioned appropriately.
The following matters must be considered in determining guidelines for the approval of 
such programmes by a Governing Body (SAGA):
• The national Professional Golfers’ Association in the country concerned should  
 be consulted and the programme should be co-ordinated between the Governing  
 Body and the national PGA.
• An age limit may be applied to those receiving coaching. However, in countries  
 where golf is a relatively new sport or the number of qualified PGA professionals  
 is limited, it may not be appropriate to apply an age limit.
• A reasonable limit should be put on the length of time an amateur golfer may  
 coach as part of an approved programme e.g. the number of hours in any week,  
 month or year, and /or a reasonable limit should be put on the amount of  
 remuneration paid to an amateur golfer e.g. the maximum amount in any week,  
 month or year.
• A programme’s approval should be reviewed annually by the Governing Body.
• An amateur golfer of golf skill or reputation must not lend his name or likeness to  
 the promotion or advertisement of the programme

Further to this – at the recent ‘Working for Golf’ Conference held by the R and A 
in May 2009, the R and A stated that where a Professional Golf Association exists 
in a country, with a formal education & training programme – amateur coaches in-
volved in approved/recognised golf programmes, should attend a Level 1 Coaching  
Certified course to ensure that the correct methods and fundamentals of instruc-
tion are understood and used.

We trust that the above guidelines provide clarity on this issue – if you are aware of 
any situation in your area that you believe needs to be addressed, please email  
Janyne@pgasa.com 



Level 1 Coaching Certificate/ Terms & Conditions Form

 Surname: ________________________________________________________________

First Name: _______________________________________________________________

ID No.: ___________________________________________________________________

Postal Address: ___________________________________________________________

Contact Number: (H): ________________________________

            (W): ______________________________

            (Cell): _____________________________

Email: ____________________________________________________________________

Date Attended Course: _____________________________________________________

Venue: ___________________________________________________________________

Course Presented By: ______________________________________________________

I HAVE READ AND UNDERSTAND THE GUIDELINES FOR AMATEUR STATUS AS SET 
OUT IN THE ACCOMPANYING DOCUMENT, AND AGREE TO ABIDE BY THEM.

FURTHERMORE, I UNDERSTAND THE POSITIONING OF THE PGA OF SOUTH  
AFRICA IN THE GOLFING INFRASTRUCTURE IN SA.

QUALIFYING AS A LEVEL 1 COACH DOES NOT CARRY WITH IT MEMBERSHIP OF 
THE PGA AND THE HOLDER OF THIS CERTIFICATE MAY NOT POSITION THEM-
SELVES AS SUCH.

NAME: ____________________________________SIGNED:______________________

DATE: ________________
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Coaches Code of Conduct

Introduction

Coaches play a vital role in the development of the game of golf and also in the lives of 
the players they coach. Good coaches ensure positive experiences and youngsters are 
therefore more likely to continue in the game and achieve their potential.

The golf coach therefore carries tremendous responsibility. Coaches must be honest and 
fair, and also demonstrate integrity and competence.

This code of conduct reflects best practice in coaching. All coaches holding Level 1 
qualifications are required to abide by this code.

This code will therefore:

• Form a constituent part of a policy and procedure for dealing with allegations  
 and complaints
• Be used as a guide of coaching practice in determining any need for sanctions  
 against a coach.
• Be integrated into the golf coach education process
• Be assessed as part of the golf coach accreditation process

Good Golf Coaching practice needs to reflect the following key principles:

• Rights – respect the rights of everyone to participate in the game
• Relationships – develop relationships based on openness, trust and respect
• Responsibilities:  
 Personal – demonstrate proper personal behaviour and conduct
 Professional – attain a high level of competence through appropriate quali- 
 fications and a commitment to ongoing training that ensures safe and correct  
 practice

Rights
Coaches should:

• Assist in the creation of an environment where every individual has the  
 opportunity to participate in golf
• Create and maintain an environment free of fear and harassment
• Recognise the rights of all players to be treated as individuals
• Treat everyone with respect at all times
• Not discriminate on the grounds of gender, race, colour, disability, sexuality, age,  
 occupation, religion or political opinion
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Relationships
Golf Coaches:

• Must not engage in behaviour that constitutes any form of abuse (physical,  
 sexual, emotional, neglect, bullying)
• Should promote the welfare and best interests of their players
• Must avoid sexual intimacy with players, either during or after the coaching  
 relationship
• Should empower players to be responsible for their own decisions and actions.
• Should be aware of the physical needs of players
• Need to seek approval and consent of players before making any physical  
 contact with them

Responsibilities – Personal Standards
Golf Coaches:

• Must be fair, honest and considerate to all players
• Should project an image of health, cleanliness and functional efficiency
• Need to be positive role models for players
• Must display high standards in terms of manner, punctuality, preparation,  
 presentation and etiquette
• Must promote a professional attitude at all times

Responsibilities – Professional Standards
Golf Coaches will:

• Provide a safe environment for all players
• Provide a quality service
• Promote the benefits to society of participation in golf
• Help to develop golf by exchanging knowledge and ideas with others
• Attend courses to develop their understanding and knowledge of coaching  
 appropriate to the level at which they coach
• Plan all sessions to meet the needs of players which are progressive and  
 appropriate
• Reflect and evaluate your own performance and professional needs
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Introduction to Coaching Children

Although golf has grown in popularity as a sport it is still not recruiting enough children 
as participants. There are a number of theories about why this may be the case, cost of 
equipment and tuition, time, lack of fun in learning and accessibility to resources. 

Therefore, the aim of Level 1 coaching is to provide school teachers and coaches of 
beginner children with the knowledge, skills and understanding required to structure a 
programme for children. 

At all times it must be borne in mind that coaching children and specifically groups of 
children is different to coaching adults of the same standard. 

Provide a Safe Working Environment

Introduction

In Protecting Children – a guide for sports people, Sportscoach UK state:
“Sport can have a very powerful and positive influence on people – especially children 
and should provide opportunities for both enjoyment and achievement. Through sport, 
children can develop valuable qualities such as leadership, confidence and self esteem.

It is essential that you understand and act on your responsibilities, so that children 
can enjoy sport within a safe and secure environment where they feel protected and  
empowered to make the most suitable choices” .

So, how do we go about providing a safe and secure environment?

Planning – Health and Safety Issues

Golf is a game played with metal clubs and hard balls and as such has the possibility of 
inflicting great damage to people around it. An important part of planning the session will 
be to evaluate all the health and safety issues that go with coaching golf, both indoors 
and out, before the pupils arrive.

Some of the main issues, regardless of whether the session is inside or out will include:

a) Space between the golfers. Make the pupils aware of what is around them, as well 
 as those close by.

b) Ensuring the equipment is suitable. This will include size and weight as well as  
 condition of the grip and club. When coaching juniors ensure that the correct  
 length and weight of the club are available and advise juniors who bring their own  
 equipment as to the whether theirs is suitable.
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 The condition of the grip should be such that it can be safely swung without  
 sliding out of a players’ hands and check to ensure all the club heads are securely  
 fitted to the shaft.

 Finally, check that the overall alignment of the club is correct, i.e. the shaft is  
 straight and that the lie of the club head is suitable as well as that the grip is  
 aligned correctly when the club head is positioned squarely on the floor.

c) Make provisions for any accidents. Have a first aid box close at hand and contact  
 information for a qualified first aid person. Also identify the location of a telephone  
 and the number of the local hospital emergency unit.

d) Have procedures when the pupils are brought into a group, close together. Do  
 you want the clubs on the floor, or left by the hitting stations? How should the  
 clubs be left on the floor? (Always ensure the clubface points to the floor).

e) Medical condition of pupils. On enrolment make sure you are aware of any  
 specific needs or medical problems that may affect the pupils performance or  
 safety. Take a contact telephone number of someone you can call in the event of  
 a problem.

f) Suitable clothing and footwear for the environment. Children especially need to  
 know what will be suitable attire for outdoor activities. Inform pupils of the correct  
 footwear for indoor or outdoor sessions.

g) If you want the whole group to practice swing with you, how far apart should  
 they be? 

h) Explain rules and safety aspects of all your activities. When playing a game or  
 devising a practice drill think about the safety implications as well as how the  
 game will be played. Plan to include this in your introduction to the game.

The diagrams on the following pages show some suggested 
layouts for safe group tuition
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When hitting golf shots
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When Making Practice Swings

Option A
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OPTION B

      

 

  

 
      

OPTION C
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Outdoors

When the sessions are outdoors, make the pupils aware of their surroundings. This will 
include:

a) Any area where danger may occur from. E.g. other golfers/the golf course.
b) Explain what the word ‘Fore’ means to any beginners.
c) Show the positions you wish the pupil(s) to adopt, both for hitting balls, as well as  
 when watching.
d) Establish a ‘safe’ zone behind the row of golfers, where people can walk freely  
 and where no golf clubs are to be swung or held in the pupil’s hand. (See Option A)

Indoors

Guidelines:

a) Ensure a register is used to note attendance in case a roll call is required after an  
 emergency evacuation.
b) Check for the nearest fire exit and assembly point.
c) Inform pupils of emergency procedure that needs to be followed.
d) Check that flooring is adequate, that mats cannot easily move around and that the  
 floor is not slippery.
e) Items that may be damaged are removed.
f) Suitable indoor equipment is safe. E.g. mats, plastic balls and clubs.
g) Check that sufficient lighting is available to give good visibility and that there is  
 enough heating to ensure a comfortable temperature.

Once the safety checks have been completed and all risks assessed you can move for-
ward to delivering the session.

Some of the points that were mentioned previously will need to be explained right at the 
beginning of the session to ensure that your pupils are able to move around and play in 
a safe environment from the start.

Problems

If you find any equipment or part of the facility that is not fit for use then it will be your 
responsibility to get it fixed or report it to the person in charge of the facility.

It is better to change the session plan or cancel the activity in grave circumstances, than 
to allow people to play with poor, badly worn equipment or play in dangerous condi-
tions/surroundings.
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Use the following as a memory jogger for your session:
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Working with Other Coaches

As a coach, you may be involved in coaching groups of golfers with another coach. It is 
important that you can interact with each other in order that a session can be planned 
and delivered successfully.

Some of the areas that need to be considered when working in a partnership include:

• Who is responsible for what? 
• (Splitting the responsibilities eases the pressure on both of you to be fully  
 prepared).
• Who will check the venue for safety issues?
• Who will design the session plan?
• Who’s bringing the equipment along?
• How is the session going to progress?

Remember the 5 Ps!

Perfect Preparation Prevents Pathetic Performance

Other questions you may wish to consider include:

• During the session, who will lead the session?
• Will one of you demonstrate whilst the other explains?
• Does one of you take responsibility for safety whilst the group are gathered  
 together?

What will you do in the event of:

• Bad weather?
• The group performing overly well/badly?
• Problem pupils?

Activity 

Identify some common risks or hazards in golf and write these down in the left hand  
column. In the right hand column suggest how you might minimize these risks.

  Risks or Hazards   How to Minimise Risks

 •  
 •  
 •  
 •  
 •  
 •  
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First Aid

There should always be a qualified First Aider on site and there should also always  
be a first aid kit available to deal with minor injuries. Contents of a First Aid kit should 
include:
• Telephone number for doctor/hospital*
• Dettol
• Vaseline
• Bottle of Water
• Antiseptic gauze
• Bandages/strapping/slings
• Latex gloves
• Ice pack
• Plasters
• Plastic bags
• Antiseptic cream
• Cotton wool
• Scissors and safety pins
• Eye pad

*Know where the nearest telephone is.

Dealing with Injuries

If there is an injury, stop the activity immediately:
• Stop the activity, stay calm and tell everyone else to put their equipment down
• Reassure the injured player, ask what happened and where the pain is
• Observe the injured player looking for signs that may indicate where the injury is  
 and how serious it might be
• Prevent further injury – if necessary get professional assistance

Protecting Children

Providing a secure environment for children to enjoy golf in also involves being aware of 
the need to protect children from abuse. In 2001, according to Sportscoach UK, Gov-
ernment figures indicated that over 34,000 children were officially registered as being in 
need of protection from abuse. The unofficial figure will be many, many more!

Good coaching practice is essential at all times therefore to:
• Provide a safe environment for all players
• Provide a quality service
• Promote the benefits to society of participation in golf
• Help to develop golf by exchanging knowledge and ideas with others
• Attend courses to develop their understanding and knowledge of coaching  
 appropriate to the level at which they coach
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• Plan all sessions to meet the needs of players which are progressive and  
 appropriate
• Reflect and evaluate your own performance and professional needs

Activity 

At the end of one of your lessons, Philip’s mom grabs him by the arm and forcefully 
pushes him into the car. You notice his younger sister is crying at the same time. You 
are concerned about the level of force used by an adult on a young boy of 10. Later you 
learn that Philip’s Mum and Dad have just split up. What will you do as a result of what 
you have just witnessed?

• Contact the Police/Social Services  
• Make a note of what happened   
• Tell the School Principal    
• Take Philip’s Mum to task immediately  
• Wait ‘till next week and have a word with her 
• Nothing      

Explain why ........................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................

What are my responsibilities?

The role of ‘coach’ means that you will be held in high esteem and may become an  
important role model for young people. With this status comes great responsibility.

It is therefore important that coaches read, understand and agree to abide by the content 
and underlying principles of the Coaches Code of Conduct.
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Analyse the Individual Needs of Children

Introduction

“Children are not mini-adults” according to Rainer Martens a well-known Coach  
Educator. Therefore, if we accept that one of the coach’s main jobs is to ‘meet the needs’ 
of those he/she coaches; it is essential that the coach understands as much about chil-
dren and their aims and aspirations as possible.

A child’s first impression of golf will be a lasting one! It’s just like your first impression of 
chemistry, physics and maths! If we make golf fun, enjoyable and challenging, it is more 
likely children will come back for more and be enthused from an early age. If however, the 
game is perceived as boring, slow and stuffy children may be put off and lost for good.

Try to remember as a coach you coach people how to play golf, not golf to people.  
The subtle difference implies an individual approach. Everyone, including children, is  
individually different. Your very challenging job as a coach is therefore to try to under-
stand what makes every person you coach tick!

All sports have a lot to offer children. Whether or not the child is talented enough to 
make a top level player or not, the skills that they will develop and the enjoyment that 
can be had ensure that once a child has been given an exciting, enjoyable introduction 
to a game the chances are they will continue on with it, or at least, return to the sport at 
an older age.

So the key for Coaches of young children is to provide an environment that makes a child 
want to keep coming back for more, and that may well be a very different one from the 
one normally provided for adults.

As well as learning to play golf, a child brought up in the right coaching environment can 
experience:

• Greater self confidence
• Friendship with others
• A competitive environment that challenges them
• An emotionally stimulating experience that is fun and enjoyable

However, at the same time be aware that sport can encourage a lot of negative experi-
ences for that same child if they are:

• Picked on because the challenge set is too great
• They are picked on for some personal trait
• They feel left behind because the games only reward the winner

Children coming for coaching are not only looking to you to develop them as a golfer 
but also for you to respect them as a person and help them develop social skills at the 
same time.
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Children develop at different ages, both physically and mentally; some children may look 
more grown up physically but on an emotional level not be able to cope with others who 
are more advanced in their social skills. Try to encourage them all to use their strengths 
as a person and develop their weaknesses.

Understanding how children perceive development in themselves, how much independ-
ence they want and how they view ‘effort –v– ability’ when attempting a skill can give a 
coach some good pointers as how to approach coaching them.

Use the following guideline for the different ages as well as the diagram courtesy of 
Istvan Balyi and his theory of Long Term Athlete Development.

Very Young Children/Active Start (4-� years)

They enjoy practicing on their own and trying out different ways of mastering the skill. 
They do become bored quickly. The emphasis should be on participating and building 
the child’s self esteem. Coaches at this stage should vary the challenges but make them 
not particularly physically demanding nor should they be individually competitive.

Young Children/FUNdamentals (females �- � years, males �- � years)

At this stage children start to become concerned with being better than those around 
them and will be drawn to other children of a similar ability quite often. They will start to 
listen to coaches more so now to gain new techniques.

Coaches can start to match ability levels up at this point, but not to the detriment of the 
child’s enjoyment. Still ensure that practice is varied and praise anyone who shows a 
determination to succeed.

Children are going through an important stage of motor development and should be 
encouraged to participate in a wide range of sport. They are developing agility, balance, 
co-ordination and speed and these should be incorporated into lesson schedules.

Early Adolescents/Train to Train (males10-14, females 10 - 13 years)

Now performance for the child becomes much more important. They will want to be at 
least as good as their friends and may well start to practice on their own to improve their 
performance level. At this age they understand some children are more gifted than others, 
but also realise that increased effort from them can add to their own performance level.

The major focus must be on the basics rather than high level competition. 

Coaches can, at this stage, start to provide competitive scenarios that suit all levels of 
player whilst being sensitive to the group’s interaction and its influences on each child. 
Start to educate them about the difference between process goals and outcome goals, 
and reward this in competition.
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Late/Post Adolescents (males 14 – 1�, females 13 - 1� years)

Children now start to decide for themselves what they feel comfortable doing and are 
prepared to put in some extra time themselves. They may well start to see that how 
much effort they put into the sport determines how much they improve performance.

Coaches should give them routines or practice drills to do on their own and encourage 
them to participate in competition more if they feel happy in those surroundings. Lesson 
activities should be more competition/self challenging orientated.

With these guidelines in mind let’s look at the best way to coach children during the 
coaching session.

Before the Session Begins

When coaching groups of children ensure:

• Clearly marked spaces are provided where children can swing safely
• Give them the correct weight and length of club
• Clarify the rules of session right from the outset
• Give very clear, very simple instructions for the children to follow
• Lead by example

Ensure that from the first time they come to you that the children are aware of the poten-
tial dangers equipment and their surroundings can cause to them.

Warm-Up

Before the session gets underway, a certain amount of warm up should be undertaken. 
This will get the body physically ready to undertake swinging and make the mind more 
alert to function.

With children it is vital to make these activities fun, whilst educating the children to the 
reasons that they are important.

In the beginning you may have to lead the session but with a little knowledge you can 
bring in the suggestions of the children as to which exercise or stretch should be done 
for which part of the body.

Always start with an activity that gets the circulation moving, the blood pumping more 
freely. Running, or running on the spot, jumping jacks or varying the speed of steps 
can help.

With stretches, ensure that the children do not over stretch themselves or create an in-
jury with poor technique. Linking the stretches to a game like ‘Simon Says’ can make it 
more fun.
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With any stretches you do, educate the children into why they are doing them, which 
area of the body it is working on and why this may be important in the golf swing.

Stretches in a warm-up should be ‘dynamic’ not static. Dynamic stretching involves 
active movement e.g. arm circling to mobilise the shoulder joints, trunk twisting to 
give added flexibility to the spine etc.

You may then want to make some practice golf swings or movements that relate closely 
to the swing before starting the session. 

Keep the warm-up session fun; relate it to golf; educate the child and keep it reasonably 
short (5-10 minutes maximum).

As the session progresses, keep an eye on the child’s progression, you may need to 
cover areas mentioned from previous weeks. The important thing is to let the child learn 
at their own speed.

Keep a look out for children looking ill or injured. It is not a great idea to allow them to 
continue and you should advise on the best course of action.

In the summer, children dehydrate more quickly than adults so ensure that refreshments 
are available. If they are thirsty, then it’s too late.

During the session keep activities moving along and varied. This keeps the children 
stimulated and ensures that they are not “turned off” by the sport.

A gentle cool down activity at the finish will bring them back down to their normal activity 
level as well as aid recovery and reduce the chance of stiff limbs.

During Competitive Games

Golf should be fun for children in the first instance, so when you play games make sure 
that you keep this in mind. A few golden rules include:

1) Child improvement -v- winning. Try to set goals for each child to achieve rather  
 than a game that has one winner and the rest are seen as losers.

2) Divide your time equally between all the children, regardless of ability level.

3) Encourage respect for the other person whilst competing. Introduce some of the  
 rules and etiquette that are easy to follow but will be remembered as they grow.
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Motivating Children

Genuine enthusiasm for coaching will be easily transmitted to children during sessions, 
but there are a few key points that will help.

1) Give honest words of praise to each child. Make it specific to them rather than  
 generalised, but also only enough to encourage them to go to their next level of  
 performance.

2) Keep winning in perspective. As mentioned earlier, try to set up games where  
 children can compete against their own personal bests rather than only against  
 each other. Praise for better personal performance, more commitment and  
 improved technique should be ahead of purely winning at all costs.

3) Setting simple goals with children can really help. Ensure that they are challenging  
 but realistic goals for each person rather than based on the ability of the best  
 player in the group. Give the child a chance to input into what that goal should be.

Never force a child to play if they do not have the willingness to do so. This is a sure fire 
way to discourage participation in both the short and long term. But, if they do enjoy 
playing, encourage them to play to the rules and observe the etiquette of the game. At 
the same time, lead by example; the children look up to you in most cases as a person 
they admire and want to be like you. More information on Intrinsic and Extrinsic motiva-
tion can be found elsewhere in the Manual.

Some More Practical Coaching Tips

Children will be relying on you to tell them how they are doing and whether they are act-
ing well or not. It is important for you as a Coach to keep the session fun – let them learn 
through play. Secondly, keep it simple; break it down if necessary. And, thirdly, keep 
praising any small improvement. If they are doing something badly, show them what to 
do properly without any negative comment.

Remember mistakes will happen and it is important to stress that this is part of learning. 
As long as you realise that the child is not trying to make mistakes it should be easy to 
offer encouragement.

Demonstrations

The demonstration phase is an important part of teaching a new skill to young players 
who may never have done anything closely resembling it. Children often respond better 
to a ‘picture’, rather than just words. They need to see how the skill is performed.

Dealing with Bad Behaviour

As we have already outlined in this section, practice what you preach with children. 
Show the children exactly the level of behaviour you expect, and live up to it yourself.
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Create clear rules or guidelines for the children and then have a set procedure for dealing 
with bad behaviour. For example, give one verbal warning and then make the child(ren) 
sit out a certain amount of the session, if appropriate.

Most importantly be consistent and do not let your ‘star’ pupil get away with things you 
would not tolerate from others.

Parents

Parents will probably want to watch their children participate in lessons and it is better to 
inform and utilise them, rather than try to isolate them. 

Some tips for encouraging parents:-

1) Let them know what is involved in your sessions, what you hope to achieve and  
 costs that may be incurred.

2) Try to speak with them, even briefly, before, during or after the session to make  
 them feel part of the child’s experience.

3) Ask for their help where appropriate. E.g. look out at one end of the group whilst  
 you coach at the other end. Provide assistance if an incident arises where you  
 need to be called away from the group.

Friendship

Playing sport can help develop a child’s social skills enormously and being part of  
a group encourages them to make new friends as well as be able to play with their  
current friends.

As a coach it is important to realise that for some children the only reason they attend 
your sessions is to be around their friends.

So create an environment where they can interact as a small group, but at the same time 
encourage them to play with others.

During the session allow a little bit of time for each child to chat with their friends, but not 
at the expense of others who continue to play.

A child cannot focus for as long on one thing as an adult and a short ‘rest’ period will 
probably allow them to perform better when they return to practice.
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Long Term Athlete Development (LTAD)

Within modern sport there are certain trends that come and go. Some have little or no 
foundation and disappear quickly, whilst others are around for a long time but maybe 
repackaged differently as people seek to improve upon the idea.

LTAD is about encouraging young people’s development within sport so that they achieve 
three key outcomes:-

Physical literacy  –  An all round aptitude for balance, co-ordination, speed  
     of movement and agility
Improved performance –  Build on each year with improved technique,  
     heightened awareness and better results
Lifelong participation – Guarding against ‘burn-out’ at a young age by  
     structuring training to suit the child’s development
Below are 4 stages that form the basic model of LTAD:

Stage    Age  Key Points
 
1) Fundamentals 4-10  • Children should try a wide range of sports and  
      creative, fun activities
     • Emphasis placed on developing basic motor  
      skills
     • Very little competitive experience
     • Groups set by the child’s biological age rather  
      than chronological age

2) Training to train 10-13  • Children learn key skills and fitness levels for  
   (girls)    their preferred sport/s
     • Number of sports cut down
   10-14  • Emphasis on training and practice. However,  
   (boys)    competition ratio increased (up to 25% of  
      programme)
     • Emphasis on learning how to train, not the end  
      result

3) Training to  13-17  • Emphasis now on sport specific skills, tactics,  
 compete     course management and strategies(girls)
   14-18  • Individualised fitness programmes and specific  
   (boys)   performance goals
     • Ensure over training and over competing are  
      avoided

4) Training to win 17+  • Performing and training full time
   (girls)  • Physically, technically and emotionally reaching  
   18+    peak
   (boys)  • Emphasis at peaking at major competitions
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Dr Istvan Balyi proposes that it takes 10 years or 10,000 hours of practice to get to the 
top in sport. That equates to approximately three hours of deliberate practice over 10 
years, daily!!

From this model it becomes apparent that there are three key conclusions:

• Coaches need to devise individual training schedules for children as they  
 become more performance orientated. Similarly, the training programmes should  
 reflect the child’s biological age rather than their chronological age.

• Children develop at different rates. In general, girls mature earlier than boys.

• At certain times in a child’s biological age, certain training will increase the  
 chance of maximum potential being reached in speed, strength, aerobic capacity  
 and skill development.

In golf, it is important that balance, co-ordination, speed and rotational power are max-
imised to the full. So when you are planning your sessions try to incorporate warm up 
routines or activities that may not be directly linked to golf but which do encourage bet-
ter balance, co-ordination, speed and rotational power.

Throwing games in pairs, balancing with your eyes closed on one foot or standing back 
to back with a partner and passing a ball from side to side will all help increase skills that 
transfer well to the golf swing.

Other Notes on Physical Development

Growth spurts

As a Coach a basic understanding of children’s physical development can help when 
planning programmes or understanding performance peaks and troughs.

From birth until we are about 20 years old, we are growing towards our personal ‘peak 
height’. During this time though, the rate of growth is very inconsistent. There are known 
to be two rapid periods of growth in this time (usually called growth spurts), one in the 
first two years of life and another during puberty.

Girls will normally experience this second growth spurt slightly earlier than boys. One 
interesting characteristic of some children prior to puberty is their disproportionately 
longer arms and legs relative to the body. In golf especially, this can appear to produce 
a movement with little stability and a wide range of movement. It is important that the 
coach can recognise this, and work with the child to understand what is going on.

In this second, ‘adolescent’ growth spurt the body undergoes some major changes. 
Children experience a rapid height and weight gain which generally leads to movements 
that were previously fluent becoming a little uncoordinated as the child battles with his 
new bodily proportions.
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Generally, girls undergo these changes about two years earlier than boys (10-12 years/12-
14 years) but amongst either sex certain people will mature later or earlier then normal. 
So you could have in one group of twelve year olds, a girl who has almost reached peak 
height and weight, another who has not yet developed fully and two boys one of which 
is in the middle of their growth spurt and another not even close to starting theirs. Each 
of these children will throw up their own individual challenges.

The Skeleton

A human skeleton is not fully developed until approximately 20 years of age. As the 
bone grows, the newer areas are soft and can be in danger of damage if over stressed.  
Additionally, the tendons and ligaments develop as the body develops and they are even 
more likely to be damaged by excessive force or through repetition of a movement.

If a young player over trains (especially on mats) there is a great chance of injury, similarly 
if a player uses a club that is too long or heavy for them there is a terrific force put on the 
arms and joints.

Try to encourage the child to use the right equipment and if they want to start strength 
training, to use their own body weight.

Children and Exercise

As children start to play more sport and take more exercise, they require more energy to 
fuel their body. This means oxygen supplied to the blood must rise so that blood supply 
to the muscles improves. It is known that children do not breathe as efficiently as adults, 
so learning to breathe properly is a key skill that can be taught at an early age.

One of the effects of adolescence is that a child’s aerobic capacity increases and they do 
learn to breathe more efficiently. A girl’s peak aerobic capacity is reached at 14 years of 
age whereas a boy’s continually improves up to the age of 18. After puberty, boys gener-
ally have a higher aerobic capacity than girls.

In golf, this has an effect on performance over 18 holes. Poor finishes are common and 
a coach should be aware that this could be due to nothing more than running out of 
energy.

Strength Training

Strength gains happen generally throughout puberty. As mentioned earlier, a child’s body 
shape is in constant change, including their skeleton muscle structure and cardiovascu-
lar system.

During this time, children should be encouraged to do strength training utilising their 
own body weight only. At times when the second growth spurt is fully engaged, strength 
training of any sort should be at a minimum.
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Remember that children are not mini adults, so their physical education should be dif-
ferent.

Some further thoughts

1) Utilise own body weight in strength training firstly and progress to lighter free  
 weights with time, until bone development is complete (approximately 17 years  
 of age).

2) Include warm up and cool down exercises even at a young age.

3) Make them drink lots of fluids, especially when practising in warm weather.

Clubs for Juniors

Having the right equipment to play with is imperative, so that a child can develop a  
motion that will build on skills learnt at an early age rather than have to relearn movement 
due to poorly fitting clubs being used while they were youngsters.

Clubs that are too long and too heavy not only make swinging the club well very difficult, 
they also face injuring the child very early on in their life.

Some Guidelines for fitting clubs

A lot of juniors are given their parents clubs which are ‘cut down’ to size to start with. 
This might be alright to see whether or not the child likes the game, but the fact is that 
these clubs are no good for the child and hamper progress for a number of reasons.

1) Cutting down the shaft to fit a child makes it very stiff and unwieldy for them. Use  
 a lightweight, graphite shaft that has a junior flex shaft in it.

2) The grip size on the cut down club will be far too large for the child’s hands. With  
 the correct sized junior club you get a thinner grip that allows the child to hold the  
 club properly.

3) The weight of the clubhead is too heavy because it is designed for an adult size  
 club. The junior clubs generally have alloy heads that are very much lighter or in  
 the more expensive junior sets, heads are made from stronger materials but are  
 balanced out to suit the strength of the child.

To check that a club is the right length for a child, have him or her perform the posture 
drill mentioned in the swing instruction part of the manual and ensure that the centre of 
the clubhead is sat flatly on the ground, neither favouring the toe or heel of the club too 
much.
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Some industry guidelines for “height -v- club length” are as follows:

Player height  Wood   5 Iron   �/PW
1 metre   66 - 69cm  56 - 60  54 - 57
1.1 metres   75 - 77.5cm  63.5 - 66  61- 63.5
1.2 metres   81 - 84cm  70 – 72.5  66- 68.5
1.4 metres   89 – 91.5cm  77.5 - 80  72.5 - 75
1.5 metres   96.5 - 99cm  85 – 87.5  80 – 82.5

Ladies clubs will generally be the next stepping stone after this height.

Club Selection

When choosing clubs for juniors to play with, make sure that they have clubs with enough 
loft on them for their own ability level.

Junior clubs will generally have more loft on them but a club with too little loft to allow 
the child to get the ball in the air will prove to be detrimental to their progress and enjoy-
ment of the game.

A good starter set for a child may be a set comprising:

5 wood
5 iron
7 iron   Small, light-weight bag
9/PW iron
Putter

This will allow them to play all the shots needed on the course and if they show promise 
and enjoy playing, further clubs can be added at a later date.

Other Junior Equipment

Adapted Golf Equipment

There is a variety of adapted equipment that has been specifically designed for introduc-
ing children and beginners to the game. These clubs are generally made of plastic, in 
bright colours and are used together with an oversize, soft ball. The clubs and balls can 
be used indoors and are ideal for younger children who want a fun introduction to golf. 

These adapted versions of the game can be used together with other resources such as 
hoops, cones and rope to deliver a variety of activities and games for the children.
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Children with Disabilities

Children with disabilities deserve to have the same chances as other children. As a 
coach, you should focus on their similarities to others, not their differences. Concentrate 
on what they can do rather than on what they can’t. The greatest challenge to involving 
people with a disability in sport is overcoming the attitude barrier to their involvement.

As a coach, you must focus on the person and their abilities. Encourage them to perform 
to the best of their ability. Include them in golf whenever you can.

Including children with disabilities in golf may mean having to apply and/or adapt knowl-
edge and coaching methods to benefit the involvement and development of all players. 
Golf can be adapted to aid inclusion of children with disabilities by:

• Modifying the rules and skills of golf
• Changing the environment e.g. reducing the size of the playing area, increasing  
 the size of the hole
• Using modified equipment e.g. shorter or lighter clubs, lighter and/or bigger balls,  
 gripping aids
• Using different types of communication e.g. visual cues for the hearing impaired

Main Types of Disabilities

There is a wide range of physical, sensory and intellectual disabilities. Consider the type 
of disability when deciding on what adaptations to make. For example, when learning 
new skills and techniques, children with a learning disability may require tasks to be 
broken down into a greater number of steps then those without a disability. The players 
will know what they can and cannot do and how tasks can be modified to suit their skill 
level.

Learning Disability   Physical Disability  Sensory Disability
• Learning impairment  • Spinal injuries  • Visual impairment
• Autism    (e.g. paraplegia,  • Hearing impairment
• Down Syndrome   spina bifida)
     • Cerebral palsy
     • Amputations
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Activity 

Suggest adaptations that will facilitate participation in golf for people with the following 
disabilities:

 Disability/Impairment Suggested Adaptations

 • Learning 

 • Physical 

 • Hearing 

 • Visual 

 • Speech 

Discuss your suggested adaptations with other coaches and amend them if you feel it is 
appropriate to do so.
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Provide a Structured Approach to Skill Development

Learning Styles

There are many theories on how people learn and the best ways to teach or help them 
learn. Within the scope of this section, it is only possible to present a basic but neverthe-
less a useful and well tried framework.

An old Chinese proverb has this to say on learning:

 “I hear and I forget
 I see and I remember

 I do and I understand”

The proverb suggests that learning is developed through the senses. In fact, learning is 
a process that goes through a number of stages. It begins with perception through the 
senses – by hearing, by seeing and, most importantly, by doing. 

Verbal

This is where learning has been affected through listening, talking and perhaps reading. 
For an experienced player this method may have its use but, for a novice, verbal learning 
has many shortcomings.

Visual

We are reminded of the impact of visual material upon learning by the old maxim 
‘a picture is worth a thousand words’. Visual learning is more effective than verbal learn-
ing but of course will always be accompanied by explanations. It is important here to 
realise what a difficult skill observation is – especially for the learner.

Kinaesthetic

This is the method where the pupil learns through the awareness of muscle movements 
and sensations. It is considered to be by far the most effective means of learning. This 
method encourages the Coach to move the player into or through positions in the swing. 
Integration of the knowledge acquired through visual and verbal means, together with 
that developed through ‘feel’, enables the pupil to transmit learning into performance.

Awareness of the learning modes helps to identify different teaching/communication 
methods.

 Learning mode    Learning mode

 Verbal    ==>  Explanation
 Visual    ==>  Demonstration
 Kinaesthetic   ==>  Manually
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Communication Styles

Explanation

This is the communication of knowledge through symbolic means – by talking or read-
ing. The effect of explanation is increased by:

• Speaking clearly and concisely
• Careful sequencing of the structure of the explanation
• Identifying, emphasising and repeating the main points
• Matching the depth of explanation to the level of the learner
• Use of simple but accurate language. Avoid the over use of technical terms until  
 the pupil shows familiarity with them. 
• Summarising the main points of the lesson

To help pupils learn and as an aid to remembering, it is useful to:

• Write out, and have available, duplicated copies of the main points of the  
 lesson. These can be kept by the pupil and will be available for reference when  
 practising alone

• Allow the pupil to repeat in their own words what they think is the substance of  
 the lesson, i.e. check for understanding.

Explanation by itself is ineffective as highlighted earlier. Learning is heightened when 
explanation is accompanied by demonstration and strengthened by the learner thinking 
for him or herself.

Demonstration

Demonstration, whether it is through use of pictures, video, personal performance or 
other visual means, is made effective by:

• Ensuring that the demonstration is clearly seen
• Telling the pupil exactly what to look for prior to giving the demonstration
• Repeating the demonstration until the pupil is clear about the main features of  
 the skill
• Identifying and emphasising the main points of the action. Do not at first pick out  
 mistakes – remember, it is the correct action that the pupil needs to see
• Accompanying the demonstration with appropriate explanation
• Allowing the pupil to practise immediately after the demonstration
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Manually

Giving manual guidance to the golfer is especially useful for the beginner. It heightens 
perceptual awareness, proprioception and allows the pupil to get a feeling of what the 
move should be like. Coaches should ensure that when they manoeuvre the pupil they:

• Seek permission to do so.
• Move the player and the club correctly.
• That the differences between correct and incorrect are highlighted.
• Identify, emphasise and repeat the main points 
• Accompany the movement with appropriate explanation
• Allow the pupil to practise immediately after the motions are complete
• Hold the person in the appropriate manner, asking beforehand.

Only when the pupil has experienced one or more of these instructional methods should 
they move on to trying out the movement.
 
Application

This follows the explanation, demonstration or manual phases. It is at this stage when 
the pupil must transform what he or she heard, saw or felt into performance. That is, 
the pupil must apply his/her knowledge into doing. The pupil needs to develop the mo-
tion. To do this he/she needs to practise, the importance of which is that it allows for 
the repetition of a series of movements that will slowly make the skill more permanent. 
Golf skills and techniques can only be developed through practice and each lesson must 
contain a practice element for the pupil. 

Pupils need to be made aware of the importance of practice and the instructor should 
clearly identify exercises for the pupil to attempt prior to the next lesson.

Learning occurs when the knowledge and skills assimilated by the pupil are applied into 
performance resulting in change of behaviour.

Other forms of Communication

Coaches should not only understand the technical side of the game, they also need 
to be able to communicate this information to the learner. Indeed, if the coach cannot 
communicate information effectively or communicates poorly then any breakdown in 
skill development is not the fault of the learner. We must always therefore be looking to 
develop our communication skills to become more effective. 

Communication is not just what we say. What we say is naturally very important, but how 
we say (or send) it, is also vitally important. This is called ‘paralanguage’. 

When we talk, but also when we often say nothing, we nearly always ‘send’ non-verbal 
messages. Our body language conveys lots of meanings and messages to the learner.
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Research tells us that the following statistics are valid when we look at communication 
between people:

  Physiology  (55%)
  Tone of voice (38%)
  Words used   (7%)

This means that �3% of what we communicate to one another comes through non-
verbal means.

Try therefore to become aware of:

• Facial expressions
• Gestures and body movements
• Body posture
• Spatial awareness
• Clothes and appearance
• Speech habits

Stages of Learning

When we learn how to do anything we will generally pass through three stages of learn-
ing if we eventually master that skill. Those three stages are known as:

(1) Cognitive  (2) Associative  (3) Autonomous

At each stage, slightly different approaches to coaching will be required.

Unconscious  Conscious  Conscious  Unconscious

    Cognitive    Associative   Autonomous

Incompetent  Incompetent  Competent  Competent

The above diagram indicates that learners who are new to a skill like golf are both ‘un-
conscious’ and ‘incompetent’. In other words, they don’t understand how to get the ball 
in the air (they may try and ‘scoop’ it up) and they are also incompetent – they can’t do 
it. They are in the first learning phase – the cognitive stage. The coach’s first job is to try 
to help the learner to understand what they have to do and why they have to do it. If this 
is achieved, the learner can then work on practising themselves. As the learner moves 
through these phases or stages, gradually their competence improves. Eventually, they 
may become as good as you, where they are very competent golfers and they can  
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perform all the skills of golf ‘unconsciously’ ie. without having to think about it. Thus, the 
saying ‘it’s like riding a bike’.

At the same time, the environment that you create as a coach must encourage learning 
to occur easily.

Some key points that can help you as a coach to get the best out of your pupil are:

1) Your pupil will learn best when you actively involve them or engage them in the  
 experience of learning. It should not just involve you talking and them listening.

2) Relate the skill that is being learnt to one that the pupil already knows how to do.  
 Eg. use the chip shot to demonstrate how the pupil can move towards making a  
 pitch shot.

3) Making the lesson enjoyable and relating it to ‘on course’ situations that the pupil  
 might face.

4) Highlight the positive points of performance and carefully consider any corrective  
 or negative feedback so that it does not de-motivate the pupil.

As a Coach you will deal mainly with juniors and the points made still apply. However, a 
couple of extra points that may be helpful include:

1) Keep information to a simple and clear message and use a lot of demonstration.

2) Keep the session varied and moving along. A child’s attention span will generally  
 be much shorter than an adult’s.

3) Try to create games where everyone can succeed in some way.

As you begin to coach, you will recognise the different stages of learning that the pupil 
is moving through.

The cognitive stage is where everything is new to the pupil and they are constantly 
thinking about what it is they need to do and they will be trying to form a picture of what 
it looks like. Success is usually very sporadic and the movements jerky and varied.

As they improve and begin to move into the associative stage the performance errors 
are reducing and the pupil will have a general idea of what needs to be achieved even 
if they do not achieve it every time. The coach may be able to add some more subtle 
movements to the motion.

At the autonomous stage, the pupil can perform the skill without much conscious 
thought of the mechanics. The pupil will be more aware of any errors that occur in the 
swing and will be more focussed on the outcome of the shot and the whole mental proc-
ess of playing that shot.
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At the cognitive stage, a coach should:

1) Give clear and simple demonstrations of the motion.
2) Have the pupil focus more on the movement than the actual shot that results  
 from it.
3) If required, break the skill down and build it up. E.g. chip, pitch and full swing.
4) Give praise for the good points and not dwell too much on the poorer points.

At the associative stage, the emphasis can be more focussed on:

1) Encourage the pupil to become more aware of their own movements.
2) Use a lot more questioning to focus the pupils mind on their performance. 
3) Let them feedback what they feel internally before you make comments on what  
 you saw.

Autonomous – remember that learning may not necessarily have stopped at this stage:

1) Have the pupil focus on finer points of technique when necessary.
2) As a coach you should put them into game situations to test the skill/technique.
3) Encourage a more involved practice including pre-shot routines and self reflection  
 on what happens.
4) Ensure that the pupil practices enough to maintain their performance.

Some Factors That Affect Learning

Environment 

It is important that coaching sessions and skill learning is conducted at the right time and 
in the right environment.

Practice sessions should:

• Be conducted in a fun, fearless, atmosphere
• Concentrate on one skill at a time
• Enable the pupil to see progress
• Build the pupil’s confidence
• Only be attempted when the pupil fully understands the nature of the skill to  
 be achieved
• Be carried out in manageable periods
• Try to end with success

Motivation

Motivation is a very complex issue. The challenge of the coach is to discover whether the 
student is intrinsically or extrinsically motivated in order that their incentive for playing 
the game is not lost.
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Intrinsic motivation is an internal drive; extrinsic motivation is based on a need to obtain 
rewards or recognition from others.

Examples:

 Intrinsic    Extrinsic
 Want to learn a new skill  To win a trophy
 Have fun with others  To get more pocket money
 To prove something to yourself Because someone else says you should

A careful balance between the two is required to ensure that intrinsic motivation is not 
undermined. A key to understanding motivation isknowing the needs of your learners. 

The major needs for most people are:

i. The need for fun and enjoyment
ii. The need to affiliate with other people
iii. The need to feel worthy

Every opportunity should be taken to increase the pupil’s level of motivation by, for  
example:

• Praising frequently and appropriately
• Praising before criticising (constructively)
• Offering encouragement and support
• Setting the pupil achievable goals
• Boosting the pupil’s confidence
• Making use of a record-keeping system so that the pupil’s progress can be  
 recorded

Be aware that the motivational levels of pupils are decreased by their:
• Lack of interest
• Lack of understanding
• Poor relationship with the instructor
• Lack of success
• Tiredness

Goal Setting

Goal setting is a practical strategy which is an effective way that coaches can help play-
ers to progress – to start and continue learning. Research suggests that as many as 90% 
of top-level coaches utilise some kind of goal setting strategies.

At this level it could be simply what an individual is trying to accomplish – it is the object 
and aim of an action. Setting goals can therefore be as simple as identifying and speci-
fying exactly what it is the player should be trying to accomplish. In other words, a goal 
represents where the player should “set their sights”.
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Research within sport has shown that those who set goals:

• Practice and train more effectively
• Concentrate better
• Improve performance
• Achieve more
• Increase pride/satisfaction
• Improve self confidence
• Suffer less from stress and anxiety

Good goal setting offers several important benefits:

• Improved motivation
• Sense of direction
• Greater persistence
• Performance improvement
• Success

It is important to ensure that the goals of the pupil are clarified, carefully set and have 
a sense of purpose. Vague, unrealistic or imposed goals are likely to be forgotten (or  
dismissed) long before they are attained. The acronym SMARTER can be used to help 
set appropriate goals.

Specific Goals should be as specific as possible. The goal should help the  
  performer to focus their attention and plan the route to achieving their  
  objective.
Measurable Goals should be measurable. It should aid the assessment of progress  
  towards the goal. Intermediate targets along the way may help in recognis- 
  ing whether the performer is on the right track.
Agreed Goals should be agreed and accepted by both the performer and the coach.  
  If both the performer and coach are involved in discussing the goals they are more  
  likely to be accepted. Goals should be under the performer’s control and not 
  influenced by how others perform. Therefore, setting a goal to win may not be  
  wise as it relies on others’ performance; the goal of improving their own  
  performance is however more under the performer’s control.
Realistic The goal should be realistic enough that it stimulates the performer to  
  improve on their current performance whilst not being so difficult that the  
  performer feels that they will never achieve it no matter how hard they try.
Time Phased The performer and coach should determine within what time frame 
   the goal can be achieved. If dates for completion are not set, there is the  
    possibility that postponement or indefinite delay will occur.
Exciting Goals need to be exciting so the performer is motivated to achieve them. If  
  the goal is too easy, it will not be challenging or hold the performer’s  
  interest. Goals that are both realistic and challenging are exciting and  
  rewarding for the performer (e.g. they experience feelings of self satisfac- 
  tion, achievement, competence and self confidence).
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Recorded Goals that are recorded serve as a form of contract and can increase the  
  performer’s commitment to the goals. Recording training sessions helps to  
  evaluate progress, can provide feedback and can help to motivate per- 
  formers particularly during enforced rest periods (e.g. injury).

Activity 

Think of a LONG TERM GOAL over the next 12 months for your own game and then 
devise a series of shorted goals or steps that will help you to achieve this.

 Long Term Goal:
 Short term goals   How you will achieve
 •     • 
 •     •  
 •     • 
 •     • 
 •     • 
 •     • 

Teaching and Developing Skills

The process

The orthodox process for teaching a skill or skills is as follows:

i. Introduce and explain the use of the skill to be learned
ii. Demonstrate the skill to be practised
iii. Apply the skill, i.e. the learners practise
iv. Observe the learners as they practise
v. Give the learners feedback on what and how they performed.

 INTRODUCTION + EXPLANATION + DEMONSTRATION + APPLICATION +  
  OBSERVATION + FEEDBACK

STEP 1

Explanation/Instruction

• Make sure everyone can hear you
• Keep instructions simple but accurate
• Concentrate on the main points
• Check to make sure the learners understand
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STEP 2

Demonstration
 
• Make sure everyone can see you and you can see everyone
• If necessary slow the motion of the skill down
• Demonstrate from different angles, e.g. front on and down the line
• Then demonstrate full skill at real speed

STEP 3

Observation 

This takes place as the learners practise
(This is a difficult skill)

• Observe as many times as you need to, to understand what is going on
• Observe in a structured way, i.e. components or in segments
• Start at the beginning
• Say or write down only what you see

STEP 4

Feedback 

(Feedback is a 2 way process, ie. performer-to-coach & coach-to-performer)

• Feedback should be positive
• Feedback should be accurate
• Keep feedback simple and focussed on 1 or 2 key points
• Ask the performer questions to gain their feedback

Activity 

Explain clearly why explanations have to be carefully thought through. Think about the 
language the coach uses and the learners you are talking to.

............................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................
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............................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................

Methods of Teaching a Skill

Complex skills are often better understood when explained in smaller, more manageable 
parts. A ‘drip-feed’ approach is recommended in which coaching points, supported by 
an appropriate technical model, are followed quickly by group activity.

SHAPING, CHAINING and BACKWARD CHAINING are methods which are particularly 
useful when either introducing new skills or modifying existing techniques.

SHAPING:  Involves attempting the ‘whole’ movement and gradually refining it. This 
approach is often used when introducing different skills during group coaching.

CHAINING:  Involves dismantling the technique into its component parts, allowing play-
ers to work progressively through each stage.

BACKWARD CHAINING starts with the smallest skill (Putting) and progresses that mo-
tion into bigger movements (Chipping, Pitching, Full Swing).

A good way to introduce golf is to put the emphasis on the BACKWARD CHAINING & 
CHAINING methods, as the skills progress from the putting green (30 cms away) back 
through to the full swing.

The advantages of this are that the pupil generally can build on the skills from small-
er, easier tasks up into the bigger swing and that perceived success can be generally 
achieved more quickly. 

One disadvantage that needs to be taken in to account when planning your sessions is 
the fact that if the Coach is not careful it can become boring for those people who really 
only want to try hitting the ball a long way.

When using the CHAINING method the process described previously will be slightly al-
tered to look like this: 

i. Introduce and explain the use of the skill to be learned (putting)
ii. Demonstrate the whole skill with a ball
iii. Explain/instruct the first component to be learned, e.g. the aim & the grip
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iv. Demonstrate and explain both
v. Learners practise both
vi. Coach observes this practice
vii. Coach gives and asks for feedback
viii. Coach introduces next segment

General

When the group are practising, the coach should move around observing what individu-
als are doing and also coaching as they move along. It is very important that the coach:

i) Delivers one coaching point at a time in sequence with the movement of the skill
ii) Only coaches the last or previous coaching points that have been given (ie. do  
 not be tempted to jump forwards and coach something you have not yet delivered)

Improving Performance 

Once the session is under way, two key skills will be used by the Coach to help improve 
performance. They are Questioning and giving Feedback.

Questioning

Coaches naturally like to be involved in the learning process of their pupils. Sometimes, 
however it is possible to become too enthusiastic and want to dominate this process by 
giving and telling all the information. This may not be the most effective way of helping 
the student to learn. 

It is suggested that the best coaches get results by a mixture of styles. This includes 
some instruction but also asking the right questions. The benefits of ‘questioning’ are 
enormous. 

This allows players to take ownership of their own learning and development. Questions 
quite simply make them think for themselves. Any learning that takes place therefore 
becomes much more powerful. 

In order to ask questions effectively it is essential that the coach listens very carefully to 
the feedback given by the learner. Listening therefore is not a passive process. 

Coaches need to practice:

• Being attentive
• Avoiding interrupting
• Using ‘bridging’ techniques
• Paraphrasing and summarising
• Observing body language
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Feedback

There are different types of, and also different ways of giving feedback.

Feedback from the coach to the learner can be given at different stages of the learning 
process or skill practice, e.g. before, during or after practice. Feedback can and should, 
also be gained regularly from the learner, as mentioned previously. This involves the use 
of effective questioning and is a skill which needs to be practised.

Feedback from the Coach to the Performer needs to be positive and constructive. As 
a coach you are trying to encourage the learner to grow whilst providing an enjoyable 
environment. Negatively phrased comments therefore are not helpful. It is important to 
reinforce the learners’ strengths throughout and then to provide constructive comment 
which encourages and motivates the learner to succeed. 

This type of approach has been referred to as the ‘Hamburger or Praise Burger Approach’: 

     Praise

    Constructive feedback

     
      Praise

An example:

Give some positive feedback, e.g. “Well done your set up looks great”, etc.

Give some constructive feedback in a positive way, e.g. “What we need to work on is 
finishing with your hips turned to the target at the finish”.

Finish on a positive, encouraging note, e.g. “If you can combine this with your great set 
up, then you are really going to hit some great shots”.

Remember all the time that as you give this feedback, the “paralanguage” men-
tioned earlier is equally important.

Match the content to the pupil

It is important that the Coach matches the content of his/her feedback to the maturity 
level of the person they are coaching, so that it has real meaning.

To check that the person fully understands, the coach needs to use good questioning 
techniques that look for comments or actions that show that the person has understood 
the feedback you have given them.
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Basics – Lesson 1 (all explanations are for right-handed players)

One cannot emphasise enough the importance of good basics. In golfing terms “good 
basics” refers to a correct aim, a good grip, correct stance, alignment and posture. 
These will not come naturally to the pupil so must therefore be learnt.

Aim
The club head must be aimed towards the target. Imagine a line from the ball to the  
target (ball target line) then place the club so that the hitting face is at a right angle to 
this line.

 

Grip
The golf club is held with the left hand above the right. 

4 7 7
target line

4 7 7
target line

74
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The club is held in the fingers and palm of the left hand (a) and primarily in the fingers of 
the right hand (b). The thumb of the left hand stretches down the grip of the club favour-
ing the right side of the grip (c). 

The hands must be kept close together so they can act as a single unit.

There are several ways for the hands to be held together on the grip. There is the Overlap 
(or Vardon) grip (d) and the Inter-lock grip (e). Less common is the baseball grip (f) which 
is recommended for children with smaller hands.

The “V” formed by the thumb and forefinger of both hands should point to the right 
shoulder (g). The grip should not be too “strong” (h) or too weak (i)

a b c

4 7

d e f

g h i
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Stance and Ball Position

The legs are spread shoulder width apart with the weight evenly distributed between left 
and right, the majority of the weight should be on the balls of the feet. The ball should be 
position right of centre towards the left side.

 

Alignment

Imagine a railway track. The right rail will align to the “ball target 
line”. The feet, hips and shoulders will align along the left hand 
track parallel to the ball target line. 
 

Posture

The upper body tilts from the waist with the back kept fairly straight. The knees are bent 
slightly with the buttocks sticking out. The arms should hang down naturally. At address, 
the golfer should be neither too upright or too hunched over. Think of an athletic goalie 
waiting for a shot at goal...

4 7 7

4 7 7
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 Lesson 2 - Putting

The putt is the most frequent shot in golf. For the best golfers in the world, putting counts 
for almost half their score, so it is worth focusing on!

In the Backward Chaining method of learning to play golf, it makes sense to start with 
putting because it uses some of the basic movements in the golf swing.

Putting technique
The putting stroke is generally very individualistic among golfers, with many different 
styles producing excellent results, however, all good putters will have mastered the same 
fundamentals.

1. When standing over the ball, ready to putt, the eyeline should 
be directly over or slightly inside th eball.

2. The clubface should be square to the 
target (left).

3. The putting stroke uses only the  
arms and shoulders with no body or 
wrist action.

4. The reverse overlap grip is most  
popular (far left), however, for children 
and beginners, the baseball grip of all 
10 fingers holding the club is suitable.

5. The ball should be positioned just forward of the centre of 
the stance and the feet should be shoulder-width apart.
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The putting stroke

The putting stroke uses only the arms and shoulders with no body movement or wrist 
action. The head should remain as still as possible. The feet and body should be aligned 
square to the target line.

An accelerating Pendulum Action is required, so ideally the stroke should be of equal 
length, back and through. An emphasis should be put on the idea of stroking through 
the ball, rather than hitting at it. the clubhead should travel along the intended path of 
the ball.

The length of the swing will depend on the length of the putt (ie. a larger stroke for a 
longer putt.

There should be no body or head movement during the swing and there should be no 
breaking of the wrists throughout the stroke.

As important as direction is in putting, so too is learning to hit the ball the correct dis-
tance. The equal back-and-through concept will help to develop this ability, however, 
judgement of hitting the ball the correct distance comes through sustained practice and 
trial and error.

77
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 Lesson 3 - Chipping

It is the plane of the golf swing that makes it so difficult a skill to learn. A baseball swing 
is performed on a horizontal plane and a croquet shot on vertical plane. The plane for a 
golf swing varies from a putt, which is near vertical to a drive, the longest shot in golf, 
which is at almost 45 degrees. 

The distance the ball travels is determined by the club and the length of swing. Small 
swing = less distance, long swing = long distance. 

In the Backward Chaining method of learning, we teach children the small swing first, 
building up to the large, full swing.

Chipping technique
With a chip shot, the ball is in the air for a short time and will generally roll towards the 
flag.

1. Correct stance with the hands slightly ahead of the ball at ad-
dress. Body and feet should be aligned square to the target.

2. The clubface should be aiming directly at 
the target.

3. The club should 
be held normally, 
using any of the 
overlap, interlock 
or baseball grips. 
The club should be 
held several inches 
down from the top 
of the shaft to give 
greater control.

4. the ball should be positioned towards the middle of the 
stance, slightly towards the left foot.
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The chip shot

The chip shot is a short swing which still requires a smooth acceleration through the 
ball. A clock pendulum gives an excellent representation of the tempo required. A slow, 
smooth takeaway, followed by a smooth acceleration through impact.

There should be very little body movement, a minimum of wrist action in order to  
maintain feel and the head should be kept as still as possible. The clubhead should not 
raise above the level of the hands after contact. This will help to create consistency and 
minimises wrist beak.

Explaining the concept

One of the best drills that 
can be used to teach a child 
the basic swing movement 
is the rugby-ball drill. Let 
the child hold the rugby 
ball with the hands at each 
end of the ball. Now throw 
the ball by swinging the 
ball back, keeping the arms 
straight, and again extend-
ing the arms as one follows 
through.
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Lesson 4 – Full Swing

SWING BUILDING - TECHNIQUE

In this part we consider the following aspects of the golf-swing technique –

• The technique as a whole
• The basic golf swing technique
• General points
• The swing in action

Our attention is now turned to some of the key principles involved in creating an effective 
golf swing.

1 The Technique as a whole

 “Grip and set up are basics. Plane, leverage and balance are  
 fundamentals. Swing motion co-ordinates the fundamentals.”
         Denis Pugh
Technique literally means: 

A practical method applied to a particular task

Technique is therefore the method of achieving one’s purpose. In golf it is the ‘how’ we 
swing. Or, for the teacher and coach it is the ‘how we teach’ the amateur to swing the 
club.  As described earlier, no two individuals are ever alike - the swings of most tour 
professionals attest to the fact that no two techniques are identical. Even among golfers 
taught by the same professional their methods may appear quite different. 

The purpose of highlighting this point is that you the teacher will have to decide what you 
believe is best for the individual. This will be based on your knowledge and how it relates 
to your student’s idiosyncrasies. 

The following ideas on the swing technique are offered as a starting place for swing 
building.

Initial Ideas
Perhaps for many of us the first contact we have with the term “swing” was when we 
were children and went to the park! Can you remember swinging back and through on 
the park swing? To go faster you had to swing higher. You probably learned by feel that 
to go higher required you to throw your legs forward and lean back allowing the momen-
tum to do the job. 

You probably also learned that on the way back down if you leaned forward and put your 
legs under your body you would gain speed. Isn’t it amazing we learn so many principals 
as children? Your legs hinging or levering back and forward made a huge difference to 
the speed you travelled. 
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If you glanced upward while on the swing you will have noticed that the huge chain at-
tachments at the top of the swing didn’t move very quickly compared to your feet, which 
were on the outside of the arc. You will also have seen the metal hoops strung over a 
fi xed rod, which remained in place to allow the swing to pivot.

If we think again of the motion of a swing, it appears very simple:

Children’s Swing     Golf Swing
        

An example of a child’s swing    The golf swing – also a 
and the move back and through    simple move back and through 
 

In the same way as a children’s swing goes ‘back and through’, the golfer’s swing is just 
a simple movement back and through along an arc. 

    On the children’s swing, an obvious move of the feet and
    lower legs initiates movement. 
    
    Unlike the playground swing however, there are two schools 
    of thought as to how the golfer’s swing is initiated. 

    Some experts believe the hands and arms lead the move, 
    others believe the major muscles in the body initiate the
    swing.

    These views form a continuum along which there is never 
    likely to be consensus.
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The following diagram represents one view as to where some of the leading authorities 
on the golf swing might be placed. It is not their actual stance on the subject, but serves 
as illustrative representation only.

  Tommy Armour    Jimmy Ballard
  Henry Cotton    David Leadbetter
  Bob Torrance    Denis Pugh

  The hands lead the body   The body leads the hands

  Educate the hands    Educate the body

 

The leading coaches and teachers of golf appreciate that regardless of their views of 
whether the swing is hand led or body led, the most important teaching skill is identifying 
the strengths of the individual student. In other words, the teacher or coach should be 
able to identify which approach is most natural or appropriate for the student.

 “A good teaching professional must be able to adapt their teaching  
technique to the individual pupil’s ability and requirements”

         Iain Roberts

The coach or teacher can then reinforce what is good in the student’s natural technique 
or tendency. For example, if the pupil has ‘a good pair of hands’, which appear to initi-
ate the move then the teacher doesn’t need to educate the hands and arms. There is no 
point relearning something the student does naturally! It is more important that they learn 
how to move the body.
Similarly, if a beginner has a good natural body turn the focus should be on educating 
the hands. Put simply, the lesson should be based on what the student needs to learn. 
Certain aspects of the swing may seem natural whereas other areas need to be learnt. 
Every student is different in this regard.

There is a danger in reading about the top coaches’ ideas on the swing and thinking that 
they can only teach one technique. In reality all the game’s best teachers and coaches 
fit the method to the individual.

It could be stated therefore that one of the most basic requirements of a good teacher of 
the swing is that they are open minded and adopt an individually-focused perspective in 
regard to how to build a swing. 

“If you don’t execute the backswing properly, you can’t  
execute the downswing properly.”

        Jack Nicklaus
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2. The basic golf swing technique 

 What is the basic golf technique? As described earlier there is really no one way to swing 
or one method in which to gain a good swing. Instead there are a variety of methods that 
work for different individuals. 

It should however be stressed that the golf swing is subject to the laws of physics and 
limitations of the human body. Further, (as described in section one) in order to avoid 
injury, maximise power, accuracy and consistency, certain principals should be followed. 
This process will often involve a compromise - an example is the reduction in power that 
may be required to improve consistency.

In reality the swing is essentially one continuous and flowing move rather than a series of 
linked phases. However, in order to highlight some important components of the swing 
here we will discuss the swing as a series of stages. 

• To commence the back swing the hands and arms move back and the club head  
 swings on an angled plane. The precise plane depends on individual style, how 
 ever the plane is usually more upright on the backswing and flatter on the down 
 swing. The move away from the ball is described as a pivot or coil.
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• The club head should be started back with a combination of hip and shoulder  
 rotation.

  	 	

  		

• As the club is swung back a certain amount of weight needs to be moving into the  
 right side. The centre of gravity needs to be in a state of dynamic equilibrium  
 which will provide the golfer with dynamic balance.

• In order to create a backswing that is sufficiently long to generate club head speed,  
 a final movement phase is required. Body turn, arm lift and wrist cock will all con 
 tribute to extending the backswing although the proportion of each will vary  
 between players. This proportion of each is inter-related and will be affected by  
 the physical characteristics of the player. For example, a player who has limited  
 trunk mobility may compensate for this by using more arm lift and wrist cock. 

“The backswing has two purposes. One, the obvious one, is to provide  
power through the wind-up or torque-like action of the body. Its second  
purpose, perhaps less evident, nearly as important, is a matter of simple  

geometry of two vital planes: swing plane and club direction.”
       John Jacobs, Practical Golf (p.44)
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• Through the first half of the backswing the left arm should remain roughly in the  
 same position relative to the body as at address. Throughout the backswing the  
 right arm folds towards the body in a downward direction and slightly back.

   

 

• The wrist cock commences anywhere from the start of the takeaway to very late  
 in the backswing. Usually the momentum of the club ensures the wrists continue  
 to cock until completion of the backswing.

• The top of the backswing is not a set position - nor is any part of the player usually  
 stationary. Some professionals have, however, successfully integrated a pause at  
 the top of the backswing (i.e. former tour professional Gordon Brand). 

• At the top of the backswing the player should feel that their back is facing the  
 target and that the width of the hands from the chest has been maintained.
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• David Leadbetter has described the change of direction of the swing from back to 
 down as the most crucial stage of the swing. 

• In a powerful move, demonstrated by the longest hitters the body appears to  
 move in different directions. This is when the lower parts of the body appear to be  
 unwinding whilst the top half is still reaching back swing completion. 

• As the swing unwinds, there is often a slight shift of the body’s centre in the  
 direction of the target.

• The downswing is initiated by the larger muscles of the back and legs. These have  
 to transfer power to the left arm and from the left arm to the club head.

• The downswing includes three movements: (i) a rotation of the arms; (ii) a forward  
 rotation (i.e. twisting) of the body; (iii) a general movement of the body toward the  
 target.
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• The muscles of the shoulders should contribute progressively more power as  
 the club head moves closer to impact. As the larger muscles slow the movement  
 of the body, greater power is transferred through the shoulders and arms so that  
 the club head reaches maximum velocity at a position just past the ball.

  
  

• The follow through phase completes the pivot movement. During this phase the  
 body continues to rotate towards the left around a vertical axis. At this time, the  
 majority of weight is supported by the left leg and the arms are bent.
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LAWS, PRINCIPLES AND PREFERENCS

There are many people teaching golf in a variety of ways.  In itself this is not wrong: con-
fusing maybe, but not necessarily wrong.  It has been like this for most of the game’s 
history.  We have had proponents of one style or another, either as teachers or players, 
who have drawn battle lines against all approaches that differ from their own.  That is 
wrong!  Even a casual study of the game’s greatest performers should firmly convince 
the most stubborn advocate of a single swing style that individual differences do exist.  
The only absolute statement you can make about the swings of great golfers is that they 
are all different.  Some look similar, yes, several around which you could build a system 
of generalisations, definitely, all sharing common ground in principle, absolutely,  but 
none actually the same.

Having a teaching procedure or method is a sign of an organised instructor.  The good 
teacher has a method; the great teacher has many.  The good teacher prescribes; the 
great teacher diagnoses, evaluates the pupil, then prescribes.  Recognising individual 
differences in students makes teaching an art.  So let’s talk about a teaching model, 
which acknowledges this, one in which method does not transcend result. A model, not 
a method, a model under which any method could operate.  A method dictates; a model 
explains.  The proposed model offers the teacher an overview of the cause-and-effect 
problem facing all golfers and then encourages the teacher to develop methods, which 
can minimise or eliminate those problems.  

Three levels of priority in understanding the golf swing are presented:

• LAWS
• PRINCIPLES
• PREFERENCES

Each is defined for use here in the following manner:

LAW:  is a statement of an order or relation of phenomena that so far as is known, is 
invariable under given conditions.

PRINCIPLE:  is a first cause, or force.  It is a fundamental of high order which must be 
dealt with and which, in this model, has direct relation to and influence on LAW.

PREFERENCE:  is the choice one makes based upon liking better some particular  
approach, method, device, etc., over all other.  To be valid in this model, it must relate to 
PRINCIPLE.
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1. Laws

When we speak of Law in the model, don’t infer that Law deals directly with the golf 
swing.  It doesn’t.  Law here refers to the physical forces, which are absolutes in influ-
encing the flight of the ball.  There are no absolutes in the golf swing, only Principles.  
Absolutes are reserved for ball flight, that’s why they are called Laws.  These Laws deal 
with cause and effect, the factors influencing Distance and Direction.  The following five 
factors are the Laws in this model.  The Ball Flight Laws (assessed at the moment of 
impact) are:

Speed:  The velocity with which the club head is travelling.  Speed influences the distance 
the ball will be propelled, as well as the trajectory and shape of the resulting shot.

Centeredness:  The exactness with which the ball makes contact on the face of the club 
relative to the percussion point or “sweet spot”.  Contact could be either on the centre, 
fore (toe), aft (heel), above or below that “sweet spot”.

Path:  The club head’s line of travel at impact is one of the primary factors influencing 
direction for a full shot.

Face:  The degree at which the leading edge of the clubface is at right angles to the 
swing path.  It will determine the accuracy of the ball’s flight along that line, or produce 
a left or right curve away from that line.

Angle of Approach:  The angle formed by the descending or ascending arc of the club 
head on the forward swing in relation to the slope of the ground.  Due to its influence on 
the ball’s spin rate, the trajectory and the distance the ball travels will be affected.

Obviously, there are equipment factors such as clubface loft, construction of the ball, 
material of the hitting surface, etc., which will influence the distance and direction of the 
ball’s flight.  Environmental conditions such as temperature, humidity, wind, terrain and 
altitude also have an effect.  There are also psychological elements, which can influence 
all five laws.  But in this model, specifically, those over which we have some control, ball 
flight laws rank as the first priority because they are absolute rather than arbitrary.  They 
work every time without fail.  All golf teachers must deal with them.  Regardless of teach-
ing method, the instructor must come to grips with the Ball Flight Laws.  The ball is not 
concerned with swing style.  It responds to being struck without any prejudice toward 
the striker.  It doesn’t ask what particular swing method is being used, nor does it care 
about one’s handicap, club affiliation, sex or age.  The ball follows the basic Ball Flight 
Laws, whether the player uses an open or square stance, has a fast or slow backswing, 
an overlapping or ten fingered grip, a firm or cupped wrist, emphasises leverage or 
centrifugal force as the primary source of power.  Yet, all these could have an important 
influence on the flight of the ball.
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2. Principles

There are fundamental considerations in the swing, which have a direct bearing on a 
player’s application of the Laws.  In this model they are labelled “Principles” … Principles 
of the Swing.  Whereas the Laws are irrefutable and absolute (at least as absolute as 
we can be in this relative universe), Principles reflect some subjective judgement on the 
mechanics of the swing.

Listing these elements does not mean the list is all-inclusive. The reader may feel there 
are additional items needed to improve the model. In fact, this present list of Principles 
contains an additional two (Connection and Impact) from the original model constructed 
in 1973. The Principles are divided into two categories: Pre-Swing and In-Swing. The 
Principle is listed followed by a description of the Principle, its primary influence on either 
Distance or Direction and its effect on one or more of the Laws. Pre-Swing Principles 
are:

Grip 
Placement, positioning, pressure and precision related to applying the hands to the 
club
 Primary Influence  Direction
 Effect    Grip has the greatest influence upon club face position.

 Placement (how far up or down the shaft the hands are placed) can alter the club’s  
 effective length.
 Positioning (the clockwise or counter clockwise rotation of the hands on the grip)  
 by altering the hands a half inch clockwise from normal on the grip can cause the  
 face to open enough for a 30-yard slice.
 Pressure (the amount of squeezing) influences timing, speed and control.
 Precision (taking the same grip each time) is critical for consistency.

Aim
The alignment of the clubface and body in relation to the target.

 Primary Influences Direction
 Effect Aim is one of the most influential yet violated principles.  Aim or alignment  
 has a strong influence on producing the correct path, though it does not guaran 
 tee it.

Setup
A player’s posture, ball position, stance, weight distribution and muscular readiness.

 Primary Influence Distance and Direction
 Effect Setup can influence all five laws.  Ball position, for example, will affect the  
 angle of approach and trajectory of the shot.  A ball played forward in the stance  
 reduces the angle of approach, adds loft to the face and results in a higher shot.   
 A ball played farther back results in the opposite.  Similar examples can be given  
 for each part of the setup.
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Swing Plane
The tilt and direction of travel of the inclined plane made by  the club shaft.

 Primary Influence  Direction

Effect The swing plane is determined by the angle of the club shaft relative to the 
ball and to the ground.  The swing is in plane when, during the forward swing, an 
extension from the butt end of the club would intersect a line drawn through the 
ball to the target.  Plane determines path.  If the butt of the club points outside 
the intended flight line, the club head will travel from inside to outside.  If it points 
inside, the swing will be from outside to inside.  Plane also influences trajectory.  
It can be on a flat, medium or upright approach angle and still be “in plane”.  The 
right forearm position strongly influences the plane.

Width of Arc
The degree of extension of the arms and hands away from the centre of rotation during 
the swing.

Primary Influence Distance

Effect If the left arm is noticeably bent at impact, club head speed is reduced due 
to a shortened lever.  This is similar to the way the middle portion of a spoke on 
a wheel travels slower than the far end of the spoke although the force from the 
centre is equal.

Length of Arc
The distance the club head travels in the backswing and forward swing.
 

Primary Influence Distance

Effect  A short putt needs only a short backswing.  On a 20-yard pitch shot a 
longer swing than on the putt is required but not a full swing.  Length of backswing 
is a contributing factor to swing pace or speed and therefore, distance.  If the arc 
length is shortened in the follow-through, it is a good indication of deceleration of 
impact.

Position
For a right handed player, the relationship of the back of the left arm and left wrist to the 
face of the club and swing plane when the player reaches the top of the backswing.
 

Primary Influence  Direction

Effect By either cupping or bowing the left wrist, one can dramatically influence 
club face position.  The simplest style mechanically is to allow the wrist to cock 
but to keep the left hand and wrist flat throughout the swing.  This, however, is not 
physically possible for every golfer, nor is it desired by all.
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Lever System
The combination of levers formed by the left arm and club during the backswing.

Primary Influence Distance

Effect If one swings the club away from the ball without cocking the left wrist at 
all, it is a one-lever swing.  By adding a second lever through wrist cocking the 
potential speed is substantially increased. 

Timing
The proper sequence of body and club movement which produces the most efficient 
result.

Primary Influence Distance and Direction

Effect Whether or not the backswing develops in this order, 1) hands, 2) arms, 3) 
shoulders-trunk, 4) hips, 5) feet-legs, or not, the forward swing should return 4, 3, 
2, 1, in sequence.  When it does, this sequential link action summates and maxim-
ises the forces for the greatest possible speed and power.  The timing of the swing 
sequence also influences the path the club head takes to the ball.

Release
Allowing the arms, hands, body and club to return to and through the correct impact 
position while freeing the power created in the backswing.

Primary Influence Direction

Effect The momentum exerted by the club will cause the arms and hands and 
body to make a natural release unless there is interference from undue muscular 
tension or a premature application of the wrong body part.  Attempts to strike 
excessively hard cause hand and forearm tension, left wrist breakdown or loss of 
body/arm relationship.  Muscle tightness inhibits a natural release and forces the 
clubface to stay open or blocked, whereas left wrist breakdown results in loss of 
face position control, producing both hooks and slices.

Dynamic Balance
The appropriate transfer of weight during the swing while maintaining body control.

Primary Influence Distance and Direction

Effect Good players utilise the motion common to all striking and throwing ac-
tions; moving from the rear foot (right foot) to the forward foot (left foot) in deliver-
ing the blow.  Staying on the rear foot reduced the power delivered to the ball and 
alters the path and arc of the swing.
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Swing Centre (Rotational)
A point located near the top of the spine around which the upper body rotation and 
swing of the arms takes place .

Primary Influence Distance and Direction

Effect Technically, the golf swing is an ellipse, but it may be easier for the student 
by referring to it as a circle.  All circles have centres.  When the centre of rotation 
moves, the arc of the circle moves and striking the ball consistently in the centre 
of the clubface becomes more difficult.  The shorter the shot, the more constant 
the swing centre should stay.  Additional lateral freedom can be allowed as greater 
power is sought, but movements that are up and down, away from or toward the 
ball are discouraged.

Connection
Establishing and maintaining the various body parts in their appropriate relation to one 
another in the setup and during the swing.  The opposite of separation.

Primary Influence Distance and Direction

Effect To produce an effective, properly timed link action, the body parts must 
maintain their correct positions relative to the adjoining part.  They must fire in 
sequence to stay connected.  They should also start that way.  For example, if in 
the address the player reaches out extensively for the ball, he partially separates 
the major power source, his body, from his arms.  He is not properly connected.  
Thus, the sequencing of motion and consistency of that motion would be nega-
tively influenced, causing a loss of speed and centeredness.

Impact
The position of the body and club at the moment the club head delivers its full energy to 
the ball.

Primary Influence Distance and Direction

Effect There is only one moment of truth in the swing … Impact!  The clubface 
must be squared at this moment while the path is to the target if the ball is to travel 
there.  It is the moment when the maximum speed should be reached and the 
centre of the clubface is contacting the fall from the desired angle.
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3. Preferences

The third and final level of priorities after Laws and Principles is the level at which the 
teacher most often works.  It is labelled Preference, the teacher and pupil’s choice of 
swing fundamentals that constitute style.  Listed below are two examples of how the 
three levels of Laws, Principles and Preferences work.

Example A

Law: Speed

Principle:  Lever System: When one transfers from a one-lever swing (which 
would occur if he tried to swing the golf club with no wrist cock) to a two-lever 
swing which is created by the left arm and club when the wrists are allowed to 
cock.  The potential speed is then multiplied by approximately 1.8 times.

Preference:  If more than one lever in the left arm and club relationship is needed, 
the question of preference is: where should the player create this second lever, or 
cocking of the wrists?  Early?, In mid swing?,  At the top of the swing?,  On the 
downswing?,  or even before the start of the backswing?  That’s a Preference.

The ball doesn’t care whether the second lever is created, but the pupil might.  That’s 
where the teacher has to make a critical judgement.  He must evaluate the assets and 
liabilities of his pupil and give him the Preference that works best which relates to the 
Principle that influences the Law.

Example B

Law:  Face (squareness of the clubface)

Principle:  Grip: Grip is the single most important principle influencing the club’s 
face position.

Preference:  Should the pupil be given a three-knuckle grip? Two knuckle? One-
knuckle?  Overlapping?  Interlocking? Ten fingered? Cross-handed? Strong pres-
sure?  Light pressure?  Again, the answer will depend on the student.  Some ex-
perimentation might be necessary to find the right combination of grip elements, 
which produce the desired ball flight.  The teacher may have an overall preference 
but should be flexible enough to adjust if the pupil responds better to a grip posi-
tion other than the one the professional personally prefers.

The decision on grip selection should consider the student’s strength, flexibility, natural 
arm hang, hand size, the speed he can generate and desired ball flight.  The popularity 
of a stronger (closed-face) grip position for some PGA Tour players should indicate that 
there is more than one choice, which can produce excellent results.  Again, select the 
Preference that works best which relates to the Principle that influences the Law.
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When one gets into the Preference category, which determines one’s style, the possi-
bilities are limitless.  Consider for a moment which of the following is correct, to have: 
shoulders aimed left, toward or to the right of the target?  Stance open, square or closed?  
Weight back on the heels or forward at address?  Favouring the left or right side?  Ball 
position - variable or standard?  Address, relaxed or taut?  Flat, medium or upright swing 
plane?  Bent left arm or straight at the top of the backswing?  Short or long backswing?  
Left wrist cupped flat or bowed?  Face open, square or closed to the tangent of the arc?  
Forward swing initiated with feet, knees, legs, hips, arms, hands?  Is the hip movement 
lateral, circular or both?  Do the forearms rotate to provide release or is it the wrists, 
both or neither?  Where is the weight distributed during the swing?  Does the left knee 
straighten on the downswing or stay flexed?  Does the head move laterally?  Does it 
move up or down?  There are Preference choices.

Where the Laws are fixed in number (5) and the Principles reasonably limited (14), the 
Preferences could reach a staggering total.  The point is, there are a great many tech-
niques and combinations of techniques, which can work.  Ben Hogan could employ a 
particular grip, stance and swing quite different from Lee Trevino’s, yet produce a ball 
flight that looks almost identical.

The complete listing of the three levels follows:

Ball Flight Laws
1. Club head Speed   4. Position of Clubface
2. Centeredness of Contact 5. Angle of Approach
3. Club head Path

Principles

1. Grip   8. Left Wrist Position
2. Aim   9. Lever System
3. Setup   10. Timing
4. Swing Plane  11. Release
5. Width of Arc  12. Dynamic Balance
6. Length of Arc  13. Swing Centre (Rotational)
7. Connection  14. Impact

Preferences  (Examples)

Early wrist cock Open stance  Left toe out  Shoulders closed
Two-knuckle grip Lateral slide  Fixed centre  Etc., Etc., Etc.
Outside take away Light pressure High hands
Flat backswing Bent left knee Chin behind
Cupped left wrist Extended arm Weight forward
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End of Lesson Review

Laws, Principles and Preferences is a document that should allow you to develop your 
own way of coaching whilst always bringing you back to analyse whether you are de-
veloping a style that will have an effect on the flight of the ball.  If your beliefs conflict or 
ignore with the five laws then the foundations for your coaching will not be built on very 
stable ground.

1) List and define the five impact factors that create ball flight.

i)

ii)

iii)

iv)

v)

2) There are fourteen principle points of the swing in the Laws, Principles and Prefer-
ences.  Describe the primary influence and effect of the following 3 principles:

Set Up

Swing Plane

Lever System

3) Go through the Principles and write down the preferences you think need to go to-
gether for your swing to function, .e.g. if you have a strong grip, what other preferences 
must be present in your swing?
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3. LAWS OF BALL FLIGHT
In the Laws, Principles and Preferences model you read about the model that should al-
low you to develop your own teaching style as long as it does not conflict primarily with 
the Laws of Ball Flight. In this section we will look more closely at the Five Laws and 
develop that initial information.

3.1 Ball Flights

Observing a player on the course you will see many different shapes of shot hit, indeed 
everyone who plays the game will have a ball flight of some description, be it wanted or 
not!! Below is a diagram of nine of the most common, with a table following that describ-
ing the shape the ball takes through the air.
 
 
    

Straight Ball starts at the target and flies to the target without curvature 
Push slice The ball starts to the right of target and then curves to the right in the air,  
  finishing well to the right of the target
Slice  Ball starts left of the target and curves to the right, finishing well to the right  
  of the target 
Pull hook The ball starts to the left of target and then curves to the left in the air,  
  finishing well to the left of the target
Hook  Ball starts right of the target and curves to the left, finishing well to the left  
  of the target 
Draw  The ball starts to the right of the target and curves back to the left, finishing  
  on the target
Pull  The ball starts to the left of the target and flies without curvature in a straight  
  line, finishing to the left of the target 
Fade  The ball starts to the left of the target and curves back to the right, finishing  
  on the target
Push  The ball starts to the right of the target and flies without curvature in a  
  straight line, finishing to the right of the target
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Drills
Drills are excercises that can correct errors and that introduce or reinforce the correct 
feeling for aspects of the swing. 

Drills for children:
• should be fun and replace “rake and beat” on the range and boring technical  
 instruction
• should not be done beyond the point that the children lose interest.
• should make use of lots of cones, ropes and other equipment to make the lessons  
 appealing for the kids.

Arms crossed over chest
Without a club take stance, cross arms over chest and turn 
torso.This creates the feeling of the arms and torso turning 
together and makes it easier to get in correct position with 
right leg flexed on the backswing.

Baseball Batters Drill
Address a teed up ball. Take left foot across to next to the 
right foot so that feet are touching. Start swinging and, just 
before the backswing is completed, step forward with the left 
foot. Must step forward early – before the backswing is com-
pleted – most golfers step too late.

Swish Drill
Hold a driver upside down (or a driver shaft) and swing. The 
“swish” should be heard after the contact with the imaginary 
ball – if it is heard before impact then the club has been re-
leased too early or “cast”. This can also be done holding the 
club in the right hand only to encourage the late wrist re-
lease.
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Ball Drop Drill for putting
Take putting stance over the ball. Hold a second ball on the 
bridge of the nose between the eyes and drop it. It should 
land on the ball on the target line.

Through the posts
If your practice session is taking place on a school field, use 
existing objects such as rugby poles or hockey goals as tar-
gets. Chip the ball in the goal or through the posts to work on 
direction and accuracy.

Over the bin
Place an obstacle in front of the pupil which he 
must now try to hit over consistently. Make sure 
the obstacle is placed in such a way that by hitting 
a normal chip shot, it can be cleared easily.

Throw underhand
This is a great drill for getting the correct feel for 
pitching and chipping. Throw golf balls underhand 
into a bucket to learn the correct rhythm and tem-
po for chipping the ball.
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Putting Green excercises

Using different excercises at different stations can be both a fun way for children to 
practise putting and an effective way for the coach to manage a group. The children 
should go round the stations in groups of between two and four. Two is ideal because it 
encourages competition but sometimes the limited number of stations and the number 
of children means that they have to be broken up into larger groups.

To explain slope on a green some pros like to have a bucket of water handy and pour it 
onto the green so that when the pupils see the water running downhill they immediately 
get the idea of the slope on the green.

They can also be asked to roll balls by hand. This takes the concern with putting mechan-
ics out of the equation and they can concentrate on understanding line and length. 

Try the following drills and games:

Matchsticks/Elastic bands
Stick matchsticks on the putter face on either 
side of the sweet spot allowing just enough 
space to hit the ball. Off centre hits will hit the 
matches and will deviate hugely. This can also 
be done with wrapping elastic bands around the 
club head. Pupils should see how many balls 
can be sunk like this.

Bi-polar balls
Draw rings around the equator of a golf ball and 
pupils must role the balls end over end. This 
can also be done with balls that have one hemi-
sphere one colour and the other hemisphere an-
other colour. Pupils must first practice getting 
this right and then using the resulting improved 
stroke to sink putts.

Ladder excercise
Balls are placed in a line a foot apart so that the 
pupil starts with a 3 foot putt, goes on to 4 feet 
up to about 12 feet and sees how many can be 
holed.
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Throw-up zone!
Balls are placed in a circle around a hole about 4 
feet away and the pupil must attempt to hole all 
of them. Good for concentration and also builds 
up pressure as more and more are holed.

Pie are square
A circle is marked around a hole – or masking tape can be used - and pupils have to hit 
it inside the circle. The size of the circle will depend on the length of the putt.

Knitting needles and elastic
A line is drawn across the green and pupils must 
see how close to the line they can get the ball 
without actually touching it. A second line can 
be drawn in some 2 to 3 feet short of this and the 
ball must go past the first line and as close as 
possible to without touching the second line. 

It is not easy to draw lines on the green and 
might irritate the green keeper and members 
(who tend to dislike the sight of children on 
the putting green anyway) so knitting needles 
and garter elastic can be used. The elastic is 
stretched high enough above the ground to let 
a ball go under it.

Challenge Match
At the end of the session a challenge match can 
be played with pupils playing either stroke play 
or match play. This is usually hugely enjoyed and 
can be used to introduce rules of both forms  
of play, and etiquette on the putting green. It is 
important for the coach to provide an atmos-
phere where the competition does not become 
too intense.
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APPENDIX

Plan, Deliver and Evaluate Coaching Sessions
Understanding the Coaching Process

Fundamental tasks undertaken by all effective coaches include:
• Planning
• Delivering 
• Reviewing 

Planning
All effective, safe coaching sessions require prior planning and organisation. Performers 
sense poor planning or organisation very quickly and tend to become restless, bored 
and de-motivated.
Here the focus is on group coaching. This plan should sit within a programme of ses-
sions which progress and build on previous practices and experience. Coaching instruc-
tions, technical models, grouping and equipment requirements can all be planned before 
the session begins.

Delivering 
During a coaching session you may be required to organise, control, explain, provide 
technical models or demonstrations, observe, analyse and provide feedback. All of these 
are important parts of the process of helping players develop skills. 

Reviewing 
The review or evaluation of coaching sessions is essential in the formulation of future 
session plans. Written records, video footage and the use of participants, colleagues 
or a mentor can contribute positively to the process and assist in measuring progress 
towards agreed goals

The following notes are mainly based on the delivery of Group Coaching Sessions.

Planning
Developing a plan for your sessions is vital to ensure that they are enjoyable, effective 
and safe for your pupils.
People take part in golf for a number of reasons and these need to be taken into account 
when planning your sessions.

Some of the reasons that people take part in your sessions could include:-
a) Wanting to have more fun at the game
b) Find out what golf is all about
c) They want to make new friends
d) Their family want them to take part
e) The desire to be the best they can be at golf
An understanding of what goes into designing a good session plan is important.
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What you Need to Know (before the session)

Some key bits of information that you will need to know prior to the session include:

a) Where exactly is the session going to take place?
b) Where are you going to meet the other coach(s) and the group?
c) Is there any equipment you need to bring along?
d) What is the dress code at the place where you will be coaching?
e) What is going to be coached in the session today?

Any other questions that arise should be addressed by liaising with the Senior Coach. 
Ensure that you have their details and that they have yours in order that communication 
between you is easy and efficient.

Planning a Session

Each session that you plan can be broken down into 6 sections.

You will need to plan for:

The Introduction  What the session is about, and what it will cover

The Warm-up To get the pupils in the right state physically and mentally to perform  
   the task

The Practice Trying and developing the skill shown in the introduction

The Game   A game or test that relates to how the skill will be used on the golf  
   course

Cool down  Allow the pupil to return to their before performance activity level  
   both physically and mentally

Review  How do you find out if the pupil has learnt anything from the  
   session? Questioning and awareness shown by the pupil will help

Session Plans

The diagram of a typical session plan can be seen on the next page and highlights some 
of the key areas you need to be aware of when the session is being put together.
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Sample Session Plan

  Date:       Venue: 
  Time:      Duration: 
  No. of Pupils:  Age Range:    Session No.  of 

  Special requirements

  Objectives of Session:

  Equipment Required:

  Activities:  Time:   Specific Points:

  Warm Up:  

  Main Skill:  

  Game/Drill:  

  Cool Down:  

  Safety Points: 

  Incidents/Injuries: 

  Evaluation/Action: 

Level One Coach: Name:.................................  Signature:.....................................  

Senior Coach:  Name:.................................  Signature:.....................................  
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Firstly, the information on who you are coaching should be addressed and at what stage 
they are in the game (beginner, intermediate, advanced) as well as the general age range. 
Any specific medical information should be noted down so that all coaches are aware of 
it, from the beginning. The number of pupils will also influence how you plan the activi-
ties, so that is vital information also.

At this level, a lot of the sessions will be introductory. However, some key goals/objec-
tives should be stated. These will be noted on the plan.

They might include things such as:
a) By the end of the session everyone will have gone through the set up procedure  
 for a chip.
b) By the end of the session everyone will appreciate the differences between a putt  
 and a chip.

The main activity for the session should be written down with the key points for coaching 
that skill alongside. With more than one coach included in the session it is important that 
the same message is being transmitted by both.

A little time should be set aside for warm up activities as well as cool down. These ac-
tivities should be fun where possible, but get your pupil(s) into the right state physically 
and mentally to participate at the start of the session as well as cool down at the end, 
especially where vigorous exercise has taken place.

Safety
Note down any specific areas relating to safety that need to be addressed. Do you need 
to section off different areas to ensure pupils do not get hit by each other? What will be 
your policy if someone needs to move about within the group? How should they get your 
attention during the session?

First and foremost in any session that you are involved in, has to be the idea that it is 
safe for everyone.

Once you know who your pupils are, what it is you are coaching and where, then you will 
have to note down and be aware of the best equipment for the session. This will include 
information on which specific clubs are needed, their size (junior, adult, ladies), left or 
right handed, a particular club (driver, wedge, putter) the amount of balls required, any 
specific training aids (cones, towels, tees) as well as anything else that will make the 
session more successful.

Finally, an allocation of time for each activity should be given so that the session can 
start, run and finish at the correct time.
 
Session Goals/Pupil Goals
Each session will have a certain number of goals (or objectives) for it and they will gener-
ally highlight the activity being coached (i.e. chipping or full swing).
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Similarly, the pupils will have their own goals for each session and these may be far more 
wide ranging.

As was highlighted earlier, pupils will have different reasons for participating and different 
levels of expectation for themselves and their performance.

One of the key skills you can develop is being able to meet the needs of each pupil in 
their own learning environment.

Making the session fun for one person will ensure that they return, but if it is not chal-
lenging enough for another they may decide to leave. Experience and interaction with 
the pupil will be the key to meeting their needs.

Delivery of the Session

Create the Right Impression
Be there before time. Part of the reason for planning each session is to allow yourself 
enough time for preparation. This means that when the pupil(s) arrives everything is set 
up to allow you maximum time coaching.

You will be faced with numerous beginner golfers who will be apprehensive about what 
lies in front of them. Try to put them at ease with a friendly manner and be aware of your 
tone of voice and body language which as already mentioned transmits as much of a 
message to them as well as the words you use.

Answer any questions that the student(s) may have and advise them on any information 
you think they need to know. E.g. safety, appropriate clothing, where various facilities 
are, etc.

Organising the Group
A lot of the coaching done with children is based on groups. 

Below are a few recommendations on ways to improve the delivery of group coaching.
 
Starting the Session

Using the information from your session plan set about the session in such a manner as 
to fulfil all the activities that you have planned to do. Be aware of any events that throw 
your schedule out and be able to react and readjust where necessary. The good Coach 
achieves this often without the group ever noticing. 
Gain the Group’s attention

If you need to stop the session to bring the pupils together for the conclusion of the les-
son, to play a game or show a demonstration, think about some of these guides:

1) Know what you are going to say or do before you call the group together.
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2) Notice whether or not you are interrupting at a point where the group are perform- 
 ing well or are simply working well together. Can the point you have to make wait?

3) Put yourself in a position where everyone can see and hear you before issuing 
 instructions.

4) Have a signal or call that is agreed beforehand, so the group know that this is  
 important.

5) Encourage the whole group to stop when you say so; at a point where someone  
 may be in danger it is imperative that they react immediately to your command.

Gathering the Group Together
Bring the group together only if you wish to make a point that should be seen by all, and 
that requires a little explanation. Short, sharp reminders can be issued from one position 
where everyone can see you, but otherwise get everyone together.

When talking to the group, direct your voice towards the person furthest from you and 
check to see if they can hear you either through a question or them being generally at-
tentive.

Put the group in a position that allows them to see the point you wish to make, or in the 
case of a bigger group, position yourself so that they can see you.

It may be best to sit the group down if the explanation is going to be long, especially 
when coaching children who will become restless quite quickly.

It may not be necessary for them to have their clubs with them whilst you demonstrate, 
so if this is the case ask the class to leave their clubs by their places and come to you 
empty handed. A bored, mischievous child will sometimes cause havoc with a club in a 
big group of children.

Returning to Practice
When you tell the group to return to practice, ensure that everyone is back in position 
before giving the signal to start again. This will stop anybody being hit with a club as they 
wander back to their place.

Above all else, keep control of your group through strict but nevertheless fair commands. 
Nobody likes a tyrant, but will respect a well organised Coach.

Concluding the Session
Always finish on time. Other people may have reserved the bays or practice ground, or 
need some of the equipment that your group is using.

As the session ends with a cool down activity, get some feedback from the group on 
what they learnt or how much they enjoyed the session.
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Try to get everyone involved in tidying up the area you have just used and collecting in 
the equipment. It is quite easy for someone to walk off without noticing that they have 
taken one of your clubs by mistake.

Use lots of encouragement and praise whilst talking and make sure the group know 
where and when to meet you next time, or the follow up they need to make to continue 
on further with the classes.

The conclusion of the session with the students signals the start of the evaluation for you 
as the Coach as to how well your planning went and how the session was delivered.

Reviewing the Session
It could be said that the review of a session forms the basis of your planning for the next 
session.

The key elements in your review should be as follows:

1) Was the session safe?
2) Did everyone enjoy the session?
3) What went well in the session?
4) Could anything have been done better?
5) How would you change the session next time, based on the answers from the first  
 four questions?

As you ask yourself those questions or discuss them with your fellow coach(s), reflect on 
your performance as well as that of each pupil.

When reviewing the performance of the pupil, some of the key areas to base your as-
sessment on would be:

1) Their ability to complete the activity successfully.
2) The form/or technique with which they achieved that.
3) Their preferred way of learning that skill. E.g. did they need lots of demonstration  
 or could they feel it when you moved them into various positions?
4) Socially, are they happy in the group environment? Do you need to include them  
 more in activities as a group?
5) What would be the best way forward with this pupil next time they attend?

From asking yourself these two sets of questions, you should start to be able to put into 
action a more effective or equally effective plan for the next session.

However, as well as reviewing the performance of the pupil, you should be asking your-
self questions about how you performed as a coach.

You may well find it more effective to get feedback from the other coaches working with 
you, or the pupils with whom you have worked, but some self reflection is critical.
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At times, areas you perceive yourself to be weak in may well be observed as strong 
qualities in your coaching by others and similarly some areas you felt were strong may 
be criticised by outsiders looking in.

Use some of the questions below to get a consensus of opinion on where you are with 
your level of coaching ability.

Planning
Did you have all the right equipment, in the right place and available to each member of 
the group who arrived?

Was there enough space for the group to work safely and effectively?
 
During the session
• Were you aware of each student’s ability level, and were you able to coach them  
 at their level?
• Did you make everyone aware of the rules and standard of behaviour expected of  
 them?
• How well prepared were they, through warm-up activities etc?
• Did your demonstrations and explanations show clarity and were they relevant to  
 the pupils?
• How did you check for understanding with each pupil?
• Were the group able to practice and move around in a safe, supervised  
 environment?
• How did you manage with pupils who lacked motivation or who found the skill  
 difficult to perform?
• Did you allow feedback from the pupils or tend to tell them everything without  
 listening?

Generally
• Were you happy with your behaviour towards the group?
• Were you respectful and sympathetic?
• Was your time equally divided amongst the members of the group?
• Was best practice observed with regard to:
• Allowing the pupils to practice safely
• Encouraging performance and allowing feedback
• Making use of the time and facilities
• Were the goals for the performers and for the session met?

NOTE – When reviewing yourself or the group, always highlight areas of strength 
and improvement as well as areas of weakness that will need to be addressed in the  
future. Once completed, look at ways to implement changes into the next session or 
your coaching practice that will lead to improvement in the future.

In terms of the session, it may mean that you allow more time for certain activities or 
place more emphasis on learning a certain skill and less time on the game played at the 
end of the session.
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For yourself as a coach, you may try to improve the accuracy of your demonstrations, or 
position yourself in a more effective position so that you can be seen by the entire group.
Small improvements in yourself and the session will ensure that you grow in strength as 
a coach and deliver the most effective, fun and safe sessions that you possibly can for 
your pupils.

How to Record Information From Your Review

For the Pupil
Some form of written record that keeps important details of each student should be kept. 
This could be a Player Profile or small index card, but information on who they are, why 
they play golf, what their goals are at the moment, any injuries or illness that are vital to 
know about and other general information that helps you communicate with them and 
enhance their golfing experience with you.

For Yourself as a Coach
Try keeping a Coaching Diary that records experiences you have in each session. E.g. 
an explanation that worked really well or an idea that you saw a fellow coach using that 
you want to include in your repertoire.

There is a saying “If a life is worth living, it’s worth recording” and that should include 
your life as a Coach.

For each area ask 3 questions:-

1) What went well?
2) What could have been better?
3) How can you make it better for the next session?

Sample Questions
Planning
Things to include 
• Did everything go according to plan?
• Was all the right equipment available?
• Did everyone know what they were supposed to be doing?

Delivery 
• Was the demonstration and explanation accurate?
• Could everyone see my demonstrations?
• Was the session safe?
• Was the session enjoyable?
• Did the pupils performance improve?
• What feedback did the pupils give?

Previous evaluation 
• Were the points implemented that arose from the previous session?
• How has the session improved from the previous one?
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Abridged Rules of Golf

As golf is a self-regulating game, all golfers should have a good understanding of the 
fundamental Rules, as contained in this guide.  However, this guide is not a substitute 
for the Rules of Golf, which should  be consulted whenever any doubt arises. For more 
information on the  points covered in this guide, please refer to the relevant Rule. 

General Points 

Before commencing your round: 
• Read the Local Rules on the score card or the notice board. 
• Put an identification mark on your ball. Many golfers play the same brand and model of 
ball and if you can’t identify your ball, it is considered lost. (Rules 12-2 and 27-1) 
• Count your clubs. You are allowed a maximum of 14 clubs. (Rule 4-4) 
During the round: 
• Don’t ask for “advice” from anyone except your partner (i.e. a player on your side) or 
your caddies. Don’t give advice to anyone except your partner. You may ask for informa-
tion on the Rules, distances and the position of hazards, the flagstick, etc. (Rule 8-1) 
• Don’t play any practice shots during play of a hole. (Rule 7-2) 
At the end of your round: 
• In match play, ensure the result of the match is posted. 
• In stroke play, ensure that your score card is completed properly and return it as soon 
as possible. (Rule 6-6) 

The Rules of Play 

Tee Shot (Rule 11) 
Play your tee shot from between, and not in front of, the tee-markers. You may play your 
tee shot from up to two club-lengths behind the front line of the tee-markers. 
If you play your tee shot from outside this area, in match play there is no penalty, but your 
opponent may require you to replay your stroke; in stroke play you incur a two-stroke 
penalty and must correct the error by playing from within the correct area.

Playing the Ball (Rules 12,13,14 and 15) 
If you think a ball is yours but cannot see your identification mark, with the permission of 
your marker or opponent, you may mark and lift the ball to identify it. (Rule 12-2) 
Play the ball as it lies. Don’t improve your lie, the area of your intended stance or swing, 
or your line of play by moving, bending or breaking anything fixed or growing, except in 
fairly taking your stance or making your swing. Don’t improve your lie by pressing any-
thing down. (Rule 13-2) 
If your ball is in a bunker or a water hazard, don’t touch the ground in either type of haz-
ard, or touch water in the water hazard, with your hand or club before your downswing 
and don’t move loose impediments. (Rule 13-4) 
You must swing the club and make a stroke at the ball. It is not permissible to push, 
scrape or spoon the ball. (Rule 14-1) If you play a wrong ball, in match play you lose the 
hole; in stroke play you incur a two-stroke penalty and you must then correct the mistake 
by playing the correct ball. (Rule 15-3) 
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On the Putting Green (Rules 16 and 17) 
You may mark, lift and clean your ball on the putting green; always replace it on the exact 
spot. (Rule 16-1b) You may repair ball marks and old hole plugs, but not any other dam-
age, such as spike marks. (Rule 16-1c) 
When making a stroke on the putting green, you should ensure that the flagstick is re-
moved or attended.The flagstick may also be removed or attended when the ball lies off 
the putting green. (Rule 17) 

Ball at Rest Moved (Rule 18) 
Generally, when the ball is in play, if you accidentally cause your ball to move, lift it when 
not permitted or it moves after you have addressed it, add a penalty stroke and replace 
your ball. However, see the exceptions under Rule 18-2a. (Rule 18-2)  If someone else 
moves your ball at rest or it is moved by another ball, replace it without penalty to you.

Ball in Motion Deflected or Stopped (Rule 19) 
If a ball struck by you is deflected or stopped by you, your partner, your caddie or your 
equipment, add a penalty stroke and the ball is played as it lies. (Rule 19-2) 
If a ball struck by you is deflected or stopped by another ball at rest, there is no pen-
alty and the ball is played as it lies, except in stroke play where you incur a two-stroke 
penalty if your ball and the other ball were on the putting green before you played.  
(Rule 19-5a) 

Lifting, Dropping and Placing the Ball (Rule 20) 
Before lifting a ball that has to be replaced (e.g. when the ball is lifted on the putting 
green to clean it), the position of the ball must be marked. (Rule 20-1) 
When the ball is being lifted in order to drop or place it in another position (e.g. dropping 
within two club-lengths under the unplayable ball Rule), it is not mandatory to mark its 
position although it is recommended that you do so. 
When dropping, stand upright, hold the ball at shoulder height and arm’s length and drop 
it. A dropped ball must be re-dropped if it rolls to a position where there is interference 
from the condition from which free relief is being taken (e.g. an immovable obstruction), 
if it comes to rest more than two club-lengths from where it was dropped, or if it comes 
to rest nearer the hole than its original position, the nearest point of relief or where the 
ball last crossed the margin of a water hazard. 
There are nine situations in total when a dropped ball must be re-dropped and they are 
covered in Rule 20-2c. 
If a ball dropped for a second time rolls into any of these positions, place it where it first 
struck the course when re-dropped. (Rule 20-2c) 

Ball Assisting or Interfering with Play (Rul22)
You may lift your ball or have any other ball lifted if you think the ball might assist another 
player. 
You must not agree to leave a ball in position in order to assist another player. 
You may have any ball lifted if it might interfere with your play. 
A ball that is lifted due to it assisting or interfering with play must not be cleaned, unless 
it is lifted from the putting green. 
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Loose Impediments (Rule 23) 
You may move a loose impediment (i.e. natural loose objects such as stones, detached 
leaves and twigs) unless the loose impediment and your ball are in the same hazard. 
If you remove a loose impediment and this causes your ball to move, the ball must be 
replaced and (unless your ball was on the putting green) you incur a one-stroke penalty. 
(Rule 23-1) 

Movable Obstructions (Rule 24-1) 
Movable obstructions (i.e. artificial movable objects such as rakes, tin cans, etc.) located 
anywhere may be moved without penalty. If the ball moves as a result, it must be re-
placed without penalty. 
If a ball is on a movable obstruction, the ball may be lifted, the obstruction removed and 
the ball dropped, without penalty, on the spot directly under where the ball lay on the 
obstruction, except that on the putting green, the ball is placed on that spot. 
Immovable Obstructions and Abnormal Ground Conditions (Rules 24-2 and 25-1) 
An immovable obstruction is an artificial immovable object such as a building or an arti-
ficially-surfaced road (but check the Local Rules for the status of roads and paths). 
An abnormal ground condition is either casual water, ground under repair or a hole, cast 
or runway made by a burrowing animal, a reptile or a bird. 
Except when the ball is in a water hazard, free relief is available from immovable obstruc-
tions and abnormal ground conditions when the condition physically interferes with the 
lie of the ball, your stance or your swing.You may lift the ball and drop it within one club-
length of the “nearest point of relief”(see Definition of “Nearest Point of Relief”), but not 
nearer the hole than the nearest point of relief (see diagram below). 
If the ball is on the putting green, it is placed at the nearest point of relief. There is no 
relief for intervention on your line of play unless both your ball and the condition are on 
the putting green. 
As an additional option when the ball is in a bunker, you may take relief from the condi-
tion behind the bunker under penalty of one stroke. 
The following diagram illustrates the term “nearest point of relief”in Rules 24-2 and 25-1 
in the case of a right-handed player. 

Water Hazards (Rule 26) 
If your ball is in a water hazard (yellow stakes and/or lines) you may play the ball as it lies 
or, under penalty of one stroke: 
• play a ball from where you hit the ball into the hazard, or 
• drop any distance behind the water hazard keeping a straight line between the hole, 
the point where the ball last crossed the margin of the water hazard and the spot on 
which the ball is dropped. 
If your ball is in a lateral water hazard (red stakes and/or lines), in addition to the options 
for a ball in a water hazard (see above), under penalty of one stroke, you may drop within 
two club-lengths of, and not nearer the hole than: 
• the point where the ball last crossed the margin of the hazard, or 
• a point on the opposite side of the hazard equidistant to the hole from the point where 
the ball last crossed the margin. 
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Ball Lost or Out of Bounds; Provisional Ball (Rule 27) 
Check the Local Rules on the score card to identify the boundaries of the course. 
If your ball is lost outside a water hazard or out of bounds you must play another ball 
from the spot where the last shot was played, under penalty of one stroke, i.e. stroke 
and distance. 
You are allowed 5 minutes to search for a ball, after which, if it is not found or identified, 
it is lost. If, after playing a shot, you think your ball may be lost outside a water hazard or 
out of bounds you should play a ‘provisional ball’.You must state that it is a provisional 
ball and play it before you go forward to search for the original ball. 
If it transpires that the original ball is lost (other than in a water hazard) or out of bounds, 
you must continue with the provisional ball, under penalty of one stroke. If the original 
ball is found in bounds, you must continue play of the hole with it, and must stop play 
with the provisional ball. 

Ball Unplayable (Rule 28) 
If your ball is in a water hazard, the unplayable ball Rule does not apply and you must 
proceed under the water hazard Rule if taking relief. 
Elsewhere on the course, if you believe your ball is unplayable, you may under penalty 
of one stroke: 
• play a ball from where the last shot was played, or 
• drop a ball any distance behind the point where the ball lay keeping a straight line be-
tween the hole, the point where the ball lay and the spot on which the ball is dropped, or 
• drop a ball within two club-lengths of where the ball lies not nearer the hole. 
If your ball is in a bunker you may proceed as above, except that if you are dropping 
back on a line or within two club-lengths, you must drop in the bunker. 

Etiquette
Etiquette covers both courtesy and priority on the course, as well as care of the course. 
Whilst the following points are not Rules as such, they are an important part of the 
game.
• Don’t move, talk or stand close to a player making a stroke.
• Don’t play until the group in front is out of the way.
• Always play without delay. Leave the putting green as soon as all players in your group 
have holed out.
• Invite faster groups to play through.
• Replace divots; smooth footprints in bunkers.
• Don’t step on the line of another player’s putt.
• Don’t drop clubs on the putting green.
• Replace the flagstick carefully.
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Ace When a player hits the ball directly from 
the tee into the cup with one shot, usually 
on a par three. Also called a hole-in-one.
Address The act of taking a stance and 
placing the clubhead behind the ball. If the 
ball moves once a player has addressed 
the ball, there is a one-stroke penalty.
Aim Generally, the direction in which your 
target lies and the direction you intend for 
your ball to go.
Albatross A hole played three strokes  
under par. Also called a Double Eagle.
Alignment The position of a player’s body 
relative to the target line of the ball.
Approach Shot A shot intended to land 
the ball on the green.
Attend (the Flagstick) When a play-
er holds and removes the flagstick for  
another player.
Backspin A reverse spin inevitably placed 
on any ball that becomes airbourne. The 
spin causes the ball to climb and land soft-
ly on the green.
Backswing The backward part of the 
swing starting from the ground and going 
back behind the head.
Best (better) ball A form of team play using 
two, three, or four person teams. The team 
score on each hole is the lowest score ob-
tained by one of the team members. 
Birdie A hole played in one under par.
Bogey A hole played one stroke over par.
Break The tendency of a putted ball to roll 
left or right of a straight line. This devia-
tion may be a result of a number of factors 
or combination of factors including uneven 
surface, grain of the grass, how firmly the 
putt is struck or even wind. In the United 
Kingdom, it is known as “borrow”.
Bunker A depression in bare ground that 
is usually covered with sand. Also called a 
“sand trap”. 
Caddie A person, often paid, who carries 
a player’s clubs and offers advice. Players 
cannot receive advice from anyone other 
than their caddie or partner.

Carry How far the ball travels through the 
air. Contrasted with “run.”
Casual water Any temporary standing 
water visible after a player has taken his 
stance. 
Closed face  When (in relation to the  
target-line) the clubface is angled toward 
the player’s body.
Course Rating is a numerical value given to 
each set of tees at a particular golf course 
to approximate the number of strokes it 
should take a scratch (par) golfer to com-
plete the course.
Cut After the first two rounds of a stroke 
play tournament, a select number of play-
ers will have earned the right to play the 
rest of the tournament for a chance to win 
the championship, by having a score at or 
lower than this number. 
Divot The chunk of grass (either fairway or 
rough) displaced when the ball is struck. 
Dogleg A left or right bend in the fairway.
Dormie When a competitor leads by as 
many holes as there are left to play in 
match play.
Double Bogey A hole played two strokes 
over par.
Downswing The motion of swinging a club 
from the top of the backswing to the point 
of impact.
Draw A shot that, for a right-handed golfer, 
curves slightly to the left; often played in-
tentionally by skilled golfers. 
Drive The first shot of each hole, made 
from an area called the tee box, usually 
done with a driver (a type of golf club).
Duck-hook A severely sharp hook that 
barely gets airborne.
Eagle A hole played in two under par.
Fade A shot that, for a right-handed golfer, 
curves slightly to the right; often played in-
tentionally by skilled golfers. An overdone 
fade is termed a slice.
Fairway The area of the course be-
tween the tee and the green that is well- 
maintained allowing a good lie for the ball.

Glossary of Golf Terms
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Fat shot A poor shot in which the club is 
slowed down by hitting the ground before 
making contact with the ball. 
Fore Shouted as a warning when it  
appears a ball may possibly hit other  
players or spectators.
Fringe The closely mown area surrounding 
the green. The grass in between the green 
and the fairway.
Green The area of specially prepared grass 
around the hole, where putts are played.
Grounding the club To place the clubface 
behind the ball on the ground at address. 
Grounding the club is prohibited in bunkers 
or when playing from any marked hazard.
Ground Under Repair (GUR) An area of 
the golf course that is being repaired. A 
free drop is allowed if the ball lands in an 
area marked “GUR”
Grooves The crevices on the clubface that 
are designed to impart spin on the ball.
Half When opponents make the same 
score; a match is halved if it ends “all 
square”.
Handicap A system designed to allow 
golfers of all levels to compete with each 
other; it is an allowance in strokes based 
on previous performance.
Hazard Any bunker or permanent water in-
cluding any ground marked as part of that 
water hazard. Special rules apply when 
playing from a hazard.
Hook A shot where the ball curves away 
sharply from right to left.
Hosel The crooked area where the club-
head connects to the shaft. Hitting the ball 
off the hosel is known as a shank.
Iron A club with a flat-faced solid metal 
head generally numbered from 1 to 9 indi-
cating increasing loft.
Lag A long putt designed to simply get 
the ball close to the hole. Or, in the down-
swing, how far the clubhead “lags” behind 
the hands prior to release.
Lie The ground that the ball is resting on. 
Also, the angle between the centre of the 
shaft and the sole. 

Links A course on the ocean, usually de-
void of trees and therefore windy. 
Loft The angle between the club’s shaft 
and the club’s face.
Loose impediment Any natural item,  
which is not fixed or growing, solidly  
embedded, or stuck to the ball. 
Match play A form of golf where players 
or teams compete against each other on a 
hole-by-hole basis.
Medal play Style of scoring in which the 
player with the fewest strokes wins. Most 
professional tournaments are medal play. 
Also known as “stroke play”.
Mulligan A do-over, or replay of the shot, 
without counting the shot as a stroke and 
without assessing any penalties that might 
apply. 
Open Face When (in relation to the tar-
get line) the clubface is angled away from 
the player’s body, ie angled right for right-
handed players.
Out-of-bounds The area designated as 
being outside the boundaries of the course. 
Pace The speed at which a putt must be 
struck to get to the hole. Pace and break 
are the two components of green-reading.
Par Standard score for a hole (defined by 
its length) or a course (sum of all the holes’ 
pars).
Pin Slang for flagstick.
Pitch A short shot (typically from within 
50 metres), usually played with a higher 
lofted club and made using a less than full 
swing.
Pitch mark Another term for a divot on the 
green caused when a ball lands. Players 
must repair their pitch marks, usually with 
a tee or a divot tool.
Plugged Lie A bad lie where the ball is at 
least half-buried. Also known as a “buried 
lie” or in a bunker a “fried egg”.
Pre-shot routine The steps an experi-
enced player routinely goes through to get 
ready for his or her shot. It usually involves 
taking practice swings and visualizing the 
intended shot.
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Pull A poor shot played severely to the left; 
as opposed to a draw or a hook, which 
curves from right to left, a pulled shot goes 
directly left.
Punch shot A shot played with a very low 
trajectory, usually to avoid interference from 
tree branches when a player is hitting from 
the woods. Similar to the knock-down, it 
can also be used to avoid high winds.
Push A shot played severely to the right; 
as opposed to slices, which curve from left 
to right, a pushed shot goes directly right. 
Similar to the “block”. 
Range Finder A measuring device used 
to determine one’s relative distance to an 
object. In golf, they are most commonly 
used to find out how far a player is from 
the hole.
Release The point in the downswing at 
which the wrists uncock. 
Rough The grass that borders the fairway, 
usually taller and coarser than the fairway.
Sand Save When a player gets up and 
down from a greenside sand bunker, re-
gardless of score on the hole. 
Sand Wedge A lofted club designed espe-
cially for playing out of a bunker. 
Scratch golfer A player whose handicap 
is zero.
Shank A bad shot in which the golf ball is 
struck by the hosel of the club. On a shank, 
a player has managed to strike the ball with 
a part of the club other than the clubface. 
Short game Shots that take place on or 
near the green. Putting, chipping, pitching, 
and greenside bunker play are all aspects 
of the short game.
Slice A poor shot that, for a right-handed 
golfer, curves sharply from the left to the 
right. 
Speed A term used to describe the pace of 
a putt. Proper ‘speed’ of a putt will either 
hole the putt or leave it about 18 inches 
beyond the cup.
Stableford A scoring system using points, 
where the winner accumulates the high-
est number of points over the course of a 

round. Stableford points are awarded as 1 
point for one stroke over a fixed score, per-
haps par, on a hole; 2 points for the fixed 
score; 3 points for one stroke under the 
fixed score; 4 points for two strokes under 
the fixed score, etc. 
Sweet-spot The location on the clubface 
where the optimal ball-striking results are 
achieved. 
Tee A small peg – made of wood or plastic 
– upon which the ball is placed prior to the 
first stroke on a hole. Also, the area from 
which a drive or tee shot is hit. 
Thin shot A poor shot where the clubhead 
strikes too high on the ball. 
Through the green The entire area of the 
golf course, except for the teeing ground 
and the green of the hole that is being 
played. Through the green includes all haz-
ards on the course.
Top When the clubhead strikes on top of 
the ball, causing the ball to roll or bounce 
rather than fly.
Unplayable A player can declare his ball 
unplayable at any time when it is in play 
(other than on a tee), and can drop the ball 
either within two club-lengths, or further 
from the hole in line with the hole and its 
current position, or where he played his last 
shot. A penalty of one stroke is applied. 
Up and down Describes the situation  
where a player holes the ball in two strokes 
starting from off the green. The first stroke, 
usually a “pitch”, a “bunker shot” or a 
“chip”, gets the ball ‘up’ onto the green, 
and the subsequent putt gets the ball 
‘down’ into the hole. A variation is called 
“up and in”.
Wedge A type of metal headed golf club 
with more loft than a number 9 iron.
Wood A type of club where the head is 
generally bulbous in shape except for the 
clubface. Named because the head was 
originally made of wood, although almost 
all are now metal.
Yips A tendency to twitch during the putting 
stroke or chipping.  
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National golf bodies:

The PGA of South Africa
The association that looks after club and teaching professionals and is responsible for 
the education and training of professionals in conjunction with various universities.
www.pgasa.com  Email: info@pgasa.com or Tel: (011) 485-1370

The SAGA
The South African Golf Association looks after the interests of amateur golf in South  
Africa and is the union to which all provincial unions around South Africa report. It is  
affiliated to the worldwide body, the R&A which administers amateur golf everywhere, 
except for the USA and Canada.
www.saga.co.za  E-mail: bruce@saga.co.za or Tel:  (011) 783 5474

Women’s Golf South Africa
Similar in structure to the SAGA, Women’s Golf South Africa looks after the interests  
of amateur female golfers in South Africa and is affiliated to the relevant worldwide  
women’s body.
www.wgsa.co.za  E-mail secretary@wgsa.co.za or Tel (021) 863 1052

The South African Junior Golf Foundation
Affiliated to the SAGA, the SAJGF promotes and administers the junior game in South 
Africa.
www.sajgf.org  E-mail arycraft@srk.co.za or Tel (011) 609 9875

Southern Africa PGA Tour (Sunshine Tour)

The professional tour in South Africa which stages and runs professional tournament 
golf in South Africa and is a member of the Federation of World Professional Tours.
www.sunshinetour.com  E-mail mgreen@sunshinetour.com or Tel (021) 850 6500

Greenkeepers’ Association
Body responsible for the administration of those involved in the maintenance and up-
keep of golf courses.
www.gcmga.co.za  E-mail: greenkeeper@glendower.co.za or Tel (011) 482 75 42

Club Managers Association
Body responsible for the interests of General Managers at golf clubs and related  
facilities.
www.clubmanagement.co.za E-mail: gm@clubmanagement.co.za or Tel (011) 482 7542
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